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Aperitif
Sherry, Manzanilla Fine Osborne [dry] $ 6.50
Sherry, Medium Dry Amontillado Sandeman $ 7.00

Sparkling Wines by the Glass
Brut Blanc de Blanc, François Montand, Gascogne, France NV $ 9.50
Brut Rosé, Francois Montand, Cotes de Jura, France NV             $ 9.50    
Prosecco, Adami Extra Dry, Italy NV $ 9.50

Rosé Wines by the Glass
Olivares Jumilla, Spain 2012 $ 9.00

White Wines by the Glass
Chardonnay, Bogle, Clarksburg California 2013 $ 9.75
Chardonnay, St. Kilda (unoaked), South Eastern Australia 2012  $ 8.75
Moscato, Zonin Primo Amore NV   $ 9.25
Pinot Grigio, La Fiera, Italy 2014 $ 9.00
Riesling, Dr.”L” Loosen, Mosel 2013 $ 9.50
Sauvignon Blanc, Beyond, South Africa 2014   $ 9.50

Dessert Wines by the Glass
Chateau De Caladroy, Muscat De Rivesalles $ 9.75

White Half Bottles
C14Ayala Brut Majeur, Aya France, N.V. [W.S. 91] $ 45       

Dry and creamy in texture, this well-cut Champagne offers flavors of ripe yellow apple, white raspberry, anise,                 
pastry and lemon curd. Completed by a stony, mineral-tinged finish.

C17 Chardonnay, Russian River Ranches Sonoma-Cutrer, Sonoma 2013 $ 27
Fruit aromas of Golden Delicious apple, Bosc pear and white peach are accented with toasted nuts, oak spice, a hint of 
vanilla and a touch of butter. This wine has the signature Sonoma-Cutrer balance between elegance and richness for a 
medium-bodied, mouth-filling wine. The creamy richness is balanced with a bright acidity and highlighted with flavors of 
apple, pear and lemon zest.

C12 Conundrum, California 2013 $ 36 
Aromas of tangerine, green apple and honeysuckle with exotic flavors of peach, apricot and tropical fruit. Wonderful as 
an aperitif, or pair it with an array of flavorful dishes such as fresh seafood, salads, spicy cuisine, fish tacos and burgers.
Best served chilled with family and friends.

C20 Pinot Grigio, Alois Lageder, Magre Italy 2013 $ 25
Alois Lageder Pinot Grigio is a brilliant straw yellow with green shimmer. There are quite pronounced and expressive 
aromas of flowers with somewhat spicy notes. There is rich flavor in the mouth, with slight smokiness at the back and a 
good, fresh finish.
Pairs well with fish or meat starters, pates and terrines, fish and shellfish, poultry, white meat and mushrooms.

C23 Sauvignon Blanc, Silverado Miller’s Ranch, Napa 2013 $ 34
These Sauvignon Blanc vines are rooted in a special site between Hopper Creek and the Napa River. Blessed with 
deep soil, Miller Ranch is also in a climate sweet spot: cool enough in the morning to give the wine refreshing aromas of
grapefruit, lime and tangerine; warm enough in the afternoon to give the wine a smooth silky texture and a juicy finish.
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Red Wines by the Glass
Cabernet Sauvignon, Mars and Venus, Spain 2013 $ 8.75
Cabernet Sauvignon, Ramsay, California 2013 $ 12.75
Tempranillo, Flaco, Spain 2013 $
9.75
Pinot Noir, Angeline by Martin Ray, California 2013 $ 11.50
Pinot Noir, Lucky Star, California 2012 $ 9.00    
Malbec, Gouguenheim Mendoza, Argentina 2013 $ 10.50
Merlot, DeLoach, Heritage Reserve, Napa California 2012 $ 9.50
House Red $ 8.75
Shiraz, Nine Stones, Barossa Valley Australia 2011 $ 10.25

Red Half Bottles

406 Burgundy, Domaine Pavelot, Savigny Les Beaune France 2011 $ 36
Red, deep cherry color, purple garnet, a bouquet focused on the small black and red fruits (blackcurrant, cherry, 
raspberry).  Roundness and volume, balance and power in just proportions often evoke the cherries with a beautiful 
elegance. 

402 Cabernet Sauvignon, Hess Allomi Vineyards, Napa 2012 $ 38
The Allomi Vineyard is relatively young, and it has one thing that Cabernet Sauvignon surely loves: some heat, and a 
long, lingering growing season that allows fruit to ripen slowly on the vine, gaining complexity and layers of flavor. 
There’s a hint of floral aromas on the nose, with vanilla, oak spice and even a touch of pepper. Full bodied red fruit 
flavors typical for Cabernet are joined by notes of currant and blackberry with moderate, well-integrated tannins with 
wonderful balance and a soft, round, almost lush mouthfeel. Distinctive accents from American oak complete the profile,
surely one of Napa’s great treasures from Pope Valley.

501 Cabernet Sauvignon, Keenan, Napa 2011 $ 62
This 100% Cabernet Sauvignon blend displays amazing concentration and structure with complex aromas and a                                
balanced mid-palate.

151 Chateauneuf Du Pape, Telegramme, Rhone France 2010 [W.S. 90] $ 60
A fresh, pure, silky style, with red currant, licorice and shiso leaf notes gliding over the long, supple, minerally finish. 
Textbook for the vintage, with the fruit and minerality stretching out at the end. 

217 Claret, Ramey, Napa 2012 [W.A. 92]  $ 65
The 2012 Claret appears to be another outstanding example of value-priced Cabernet Sauvignon. A 6,000-case blend                       
of 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 24% Merlot and the rest Malbec, Syrah, Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot, consumers will                      
love this beauty because of its forward, classic Cabernet style. 

453 Zinfandel, Seghesio Sonoma County Sonoma 2012 [W.S. 90] $ 35
Jammed with zesty fruit, offering bold blackberry and licorice aromas and rich, well-structured black cherry, smoky 
pepper and grilled anise flavors.

351 Pinot Noir, Saintsbury, Carneros 2011 [S.T. 89] $ 42
Bright, medium cherry-red. Pungent aromas of cherry, raspberry, spices, cola and orange zest, complicated by a smoky 
nuance. Bright, lively red fruit flavors are silky and easygoing. Very good palate presence and texture here, and more 
tangy and gripping on the finish than the 2010 model.
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Champagne and Sparkling Wines
C04 Adriano Adami Prosecco, Colbertaldo, Italy N.V. $ 42

The fruity fragrance is delicately aromatic, the taste is harmonious, almost velvety, but with a dry ending that makes it 
versatile, able to offer the most pleasant of sensations before, during, and after the meal.

K04Ayala Brut Majeur, Aya France, N.V. [W.S. 91] $ 83       
Dry and creamy in texture, this well-cut Champagne offers flavors of ripe yellow apple, white raspberry, anise,                 
pastry and lemon curd. Completed by a stony, mineral-tinged finish.

L07 Billlecart-Salmon Brut Reserve, France N.V. [W.S. 90] $ 120     
Pale gold. Fresh peach, pear and nectarine on the nose, with a complicating note of white flowers. Fleshy,                                          
plush and ripe, with strong peach and ripe pear flavors in a more powerful and less restrained style than last year’s                            
release. Firms up on the finish, picking up a mineral note and showing very good balance and length.

K03 Borgoluce Valdobbiadene Brut Prosecco Superiore, Italy N.V. $ 60
This modest sparkling wine is balanced and offers hints of pineapple, apple and citrus zest.  With a fresh finish.

C06 François Montand Blanc de Blanc, Gascogne, France N.V. $ 42
A traditional method sparkling wine that is toasty, yeasty, full and fruity, this bubbly is a delicious value.

L10 François Montand Blanc de Blanc, Gascogne, France N.V. Magnum $ 75

K09 Gosset Grand Millesime 1999, Ay, France $ 195

L05 Jacquesson Avize Grand Cru Extra Brut Champagne, France 1995 $ 165
This is a fabulous Champagne from the Grand Cru village of Avize, bottled in 1996 the quality of the fruit ensures           
that while there is some richness the floral aromas and delicate complexity of the citrus and mineral flavors are               
still to the fore.

L03 Krug Brut Champagne Grand Cuvée, Reims, France N.V. [W.S 96] $ 483
One whiff and you know this is serious stuff. The aromas of baking brioche, coconut, candied citrus and leather              
pick up roasted coffee and grilled nuts on the palate, permeating the senses. Profound depth and complexity,                 
offering a unique Champagne experience

L02 Moët & Chandon Brut Champagne Dom Pérignon, Epernay, 
France 2004 [W.S. 95] $ 350
There's a sense of tension paired with grace in this deftly balanced version, with a rich and smoky vein of minerality 
underscoring the flavors of poached apple, honey, financier and sun-dried black cherry, showing hints of roasted 
almond, coffee liqueur and ground spice.

K08 Moët & Chandon Champagne Imperial, Epernay, France N.V. $ 145
Beautiful golden-yellow color with amber reflections, and a bouquet of fresh cut flowers and hazelnut, smooth and 
peachy on the end palate.

K06 Moët & Chandon Champagne Nectar Imperial, France N.V. $ 124
A divine, aromatic concentration of dried fruits and a silky, almost creamy texture on the palate lead into a flowery, 
honeyed, subtle finish.

K07 Mumm Brut Champagne Cordon Rouge, Reims, France N.V. $ 106
Very aromatic, with floral and citrus flavors, a creamy texture and vibrant structure. Fine balance and personality             
here, with a lingering lemon note on the finish.
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Champagne and Sparkling Wines
K01 Pierre Peters Brut Blanc de Blancs Champagne Cuvee de Reserve

France N.V. [W.S. 90] $ 126
Generous, expansive and complex. Puts it all together with ripe fruit flavors, toasty, buttery nuances and a velvety 
texture. 

K11 Sea Smoke Sea Spray, Santa Rita Hills California 2011 $ 198
This is  a limited-production sparkling wine from Pinot Noir is grown on the Sea SmokeVineyard.  
The nuanced nose expresses cranberries, lavender, fresh bread and lemon curd. The wine enters the palate                  
with energetic freshness and finishes with delightful length.

L06 Veuve Clicquot Brut Champagne Yellow Label, Reims, France N.V. $ 150
Fruit, finesse, style - a rich and dry classic with a yeasty bouquet that truly deserves its status as a Grande Marque. 
Clicquot's signature brut non-vintage is loved the world over for its crisp, full flavors and consistent quality.

Champagne and Sparkling Rosé Wines
L09 Billecart-Salmon Brut Rosé, France N.V. [W.S. 92] $ 200

Light orange. Tangerine, pear and flowers on the nose, which is complicated by a note of fennel. Broad and                    
sappy but dry, with lively orange and strawberry flavors and a subtle note of spice cake. Weightier on the finish,              
which features an exotic note of spicy herbs,. This Champagne’s delicate touch will make it work well with simple 
seafood dishes.

L04 Fantinel Spumante Brut Rose, Friuli Giulia, Italy NV $ 52
This is a classic Rose. The perlage is fine and persistent, and there are notes of red fruits and bread crust. This cuvee 
of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay has an elegant taste.     An assemblage of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay grapes grown in 
selected Fantinel Spumante Brut Rose NV estate-owned vineyards. 
     

C07 Francois Montand Blanc de Blanc Rosé, Gascogne, France N.V. $ 42

K05 Grandin Brut Rosé, Loire, France N.V. $ 52
A vin mousseux de qualite, this bottle fermented rose is made from Loire Valley varietals, notably Cabernet Franc and 
Cabernet Sauvignon. It is fruity and complex; a great value! Our rose obtains its brilliant pink color by doing a longer 
pressing of the grapes in a pneumatic press. The juice then undergoes alcoholic fermentation in stainless steel tanks 
before being put in bottles to form its bubbles through the methode traditionnelle. It is aged for a minimum of 9 months 
to ensure that the lees impart the maximum aromas and finesse to our wine.

L01 Laurent-Perrier Brut Rosé Champagne, Tours-sur-Marne, France N.V. $ 231
100% pinot noir makes this champagne a very special cuvée, rich and full of finesse— a wonderful wine and a                
fantastic champagne!

L08 Mumm Napa Brut Rosé, Napa Valley California N.V. $ 68
This is a gorgeous soft pink with glinting coral highlights, this wine shows of a gentle cascade of never-ending                 
bubbles of mixed sizes. The nose is initially slightly floral, deep inhalations of this reveal soft cherry, young                    
strawberry, soft pear and softer peach, accompanied by citrus zest and slate minerals.

K02 Nicolas Feuillatte Brut Rosé France, NV [W.S. 88] $ 140
The aroma hints at cut apple, while the flavors lean toward cherry and bread dough, with a hint of autumn leaves.           
Fresh and focused. A solid rosé.
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Rosé Wines
G06 Domaine du Dragon Cuvee Prestige, Cotes de Provence 2013 $ 45

This is a blend of Grenache, Cabernet Sauvignon, Rolle and Mourvedre rose from a 24 hectare estate, this wine has a 
deep rose color for this region and this wine has a very intense bouquet of red cherry fruit, strawberry and a good bit of 
that minerality sea shell, chalky nuance on the nose along with pretty floral notes. This wine has a very intense briny 
mineral component to the palate, red plum and cherry fruit, wiht some tannins at the end and a long finish, bone dry with
a long layered finish. 

F03 MacPhail Pinot Noir Rose, Sonoma California 2013 $ 47
Blood orange color in the glass. Aromas of strawberries, leather and dried herbs (marjoram, sage and fennel seed). 
Flavors of strawberries, pomegranate, peach and melon with an herbal undertone. Decent acidity and vibrancy.              
Has respectable body and drinks more like a still Pinot. 

C03 Olivares Jumilla, Spain 2012  $ 33
Bright and fresh, Monastrell here is blended with Syrah and Grenache. The result is a vibrant rosado, with fresh 
strawberry and cherry flavors mingling with a pleasantly subtle, earthy undertone.

German and Austrian Whites
F07 Riesling, Clean Slate, Mosel 2013 $ 42

The fresh, balanced taste of clean slate is achieved by carefully selecting grapes from vineyards throughout the Mosel. 
The steep blue slate slopes of the Lower Mosel give the wine its minerality while the Middle Mosel provides a hint of 
spice to complement the characteristic fresh peach flavors of the Upper Mosel.

C04 Riesling, Dr. “L” Loosen, Mosel 2013 $ 38
This extremely popular introductory wine embodies the elegant and racy style of classic Mosel Riesling. It is refreshing 
and fruity, with a fine mineral edge that is typical of the region. The grapes used to make Dr. L come exclusively from 
traditional vineyards with steep slopes and slate soil. By working closely with a select group of growers on long-term 
contracts, brothers Ernst and Thomas Loosen are able to ensure excellent quality in every vintage.

E07 Dry Riesling, Dr. Loosen Red Slate 2012 $ 35
This estate-grown dry Riesling gets its intense minerality from the steep, red slate vineyards of Germany's Mosel            
valley. The wine is floral, spicy and harmonious, with a full, expansive texture. Very expressive.

F04 Riesling, Dr. Thanisch Bernkastler Badstube Kabinett, Mosel 2013 $ 46
Bright golden in color with a flinty minerality and an animating very well integrated tartness. The opulent ripe yellow fruit 
with pineapple and mango as well as a hint of elderberries and a pinch of salt in the after taste make this wine 
memorable. Very well balanced with lots of facettes. 
Matches delicate dishes perfectly. Great with salads, poultry but also with Curries or a Risotto.

D02 Riesling, Joh. Jos. Prüm Bernkasteler Badstube Spatlese
Mosel-Saar-Ruwer 2009 [W.S.97] $ 86
Racy and powerful, with loads of bright acidity behind the intense concentrated green apple, peach and ripe melon 
flavors. There’s a concentrated minerality to this as well, with some fascinating hints of lardons and spice on the finish.

G01 Gruner Veltliner ,Biohof Pratsch, Weinviertel, Niederosterreich, Austria 2013 $ 38
Fresh, bright and lively with subtle flavors of cantaloupe, lemon and pear with a strong acid profile.
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South African Whites
D08 Chardonnay, Hamilton Russell Vineyards 2013 [W.S. 93] $ 68

Gorgeous with Jonagold apple and white peach fruit at the core, flanked by mirabelle plum, honeysuckle and heather 
notes. The long finish ripples with minerality as the fruit drapes beautifully. 

D04 Chenin Blanc, Man Vintners 2014 [R.P. 90] $ 36
This Chenin Blanc has a focused, clinical bouquet with pineapple and lemon zest, hints of passion fruit developing                             
just behind. The palate is very well balanced with a fine line of acidity: plenty of tropical  fruit on display here but                                 
neatly delineated on the tense and citric finish that linger in the mouth. Quite simply, this  represents unbeatable value.

C02 Sauvignon Blanc, Beyond 2014 $ 38
This Sauvignon Blanc is crafted byBayten (short for Buitenverwachting, which is Dutch for "beyond expectation")– a 
Sauvignon specialist recognized fortheir refined, mineral-tinged whites.Beyond offers a tremendous value,consistently 
earning Best Buy/Best Value accolades. Packed with notes of passion fruit, melon, kiwi and limebacked by a 
pronounced herbal andmineral edge, it displays an elegancetypical of cool climate Sauvignon Blanc.

Alsace Whites
H04 Gewerztraminer Helfrich 2013 $ 36

Tangy with accents of zesty ground spice blended with flavors of ripe apricot, orchard blossom, melon and lychee fruit, 
with fresh, delicate acidity, stone and smoky mineral hints.
Gewurztraminer’s massive fruit, balanced acidity and slightly off-dry character make it an exquisite match for nearly 
anything on the table. Always a crowd pleaser. 
Helfrich's 2013 Gewurztraminer perfectly accents a broad range of hearty flavors. 

B15 Pinot D’Alsace, Blanck 2013 $ 34
This begins with a very nice aroma of apple, lemon and a hint of ginger. Tasting the wine reveals a nice lively          
mouthfeel and flavors of apple and lemon just like the nose as well as some other citrus notes and a bit of tropical          
fruit. This is a really delicious wine that is both easy to drink and complex. A nice touch of minerality comes out on          
the long finish underneath the zesty fruit.

Loire Whites
B08 Chateau De La Dimerie 2012 Muscadet Sevre et Maine, France $ 38

Bright and lively with not so much acidity that it makes you want to tear your teeth out. Green apple, lime and lemon 
rind, white melon, and white chalk minerality. White pepper toward the back, with a surprisingly long saliva-inducing 
finish.

E01 Marquis De Goulaine,   Vouvray   2012 $ 35

B20 Jocelyn Massicot Pouilly-Fume 2013 $ 45
Illustrates its flint origins in a nose of white currant, grapefruit, nettle, sage and dill. Satisfyingly juicy on the palate,          
with hints of salt, herbs and pungent smokiness garnishing its melon, grapefruit and currants, in its finish it is             
persistently pungent and minerally driven.

F02 Hubert Brochard Sancerre 2013 $ 49
This is a light straw-green color. Fresh and crisp on the palate with pear, peach and apple frolicking about. Nice 
refreshing finish. This Sauvignon wine will pleasantly surprise you and must have at your dinner table tonight. Enjoy it 
with fish, poultry and cheese.
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White Bordeaux
G08 Chateau de Parenchere Bordeaux Blanc Sec 2012 $ 36

An intense aromatic expression is required via aromas of white flowers and citrus. Then the cool takes its place              
in the mouth, balanced by the roundness and the fruit.

A20 Chateau Ducasse Bordeaux Blanc 2012 $ 44
On the ripe side of herbaceous, this is a full and rounded wine. It has citrus flavors along with richer tropical fruits, a 
mineral edge and delicious, juicy acidity. 

J02 Chateau Saint-Jean-Des-Graves Bordeaux Blanc 2011 $ 36
2011 was a great year for white Bordeaux wines. This wine is full on the palate, but has find acidity on the                       
mid palate. A spectacular value for Sauvignon Blanc. This wine is 90% Sauvignon Blanc and 10% Semillon, It has          
a citric (grapefruit) undertone on the palate. 

White Burgundy
B02 Bouchard Aine & Fils Macon-Villages Chardonnay 2011 $ 42

Brilliant pale green-gold in color. Lemon, mint and honeysuckle on the nose. The palate is very well balanced, with a 
dominant floral taste. Dry, lively wine, fresh, fruity and floral. Tender and spontaneous. 

E03 Domaine des Heritiers du Comte Lafon Macon Milly-Lamartine,       $ 60       
Burgundy, France 2011
The aromatic nose is a blend of apple, oranges, roasted nut and crisp minerality. A wonderful finish of citrus peel offers 
bright acidity with lovely focus and length. 

G04 Domaine Talmard Macon-Chardonnay 2011 $ 38
Light yellow. Pungent aromas of grapefruit, lemon pith, tarragon and mint, with an underpinning of talc. Dusty,                                     
mineral-inflected citrus and green apple flavors are complemented by a saline quality and lifted by zesty minerality. 

B01 Pouilly Fuisse La Roche Michel Dutour 2013 $ 45
With a richness and complexity few wines can match, this Chardonnay from Burgundy adds classic hints of flinty and 
chalky soil with nuances tones of nuts, cinnamon, honey and butter to the rich, sometimes unctuous but rarely heavy, 
ripe orchard fruits that the grapes are capable of providing.

Regional French Whites
I05 Chateau Pesquie Pesquie Terrasses Blanc, Rhone 2013 $ 37

Silver in color with a golden touch. Citrus and white floral nose, fresh on the pallet with flavors of pear, peach and citrus
.

I02 Little James’ Basket Press 2012 $ 38
The spirit of this wine is to be very simple and uncomplicated and inexpensive, but to give a great deal of pleasure.        
The wine is very spicy, with loads of sweet fruit and liquorice, and is perfect with simple meals.

J01 Montgravet Cotes De Gascogne 2012 $ 36
100% Colombard harvested at night. Montgravet has a pale, bright yellow color, with a very intense and refreshing 
nose. It displays flavors of citrus fruit and blackcurrant leaf. This wine will express itself best as an aperitif or with         
any seafood. 

H07 Moulin De Gassac, Guilhem, Languedoc-Roussillon 2013   $ 38
The Guilhem Blanc has a beautiful, clear crystalline appearance in the glass with fresh, powerful and seductive nose of 
stone fruit, citrus, and floral aromas. Lively acidity and good minerality follow through on the finish to keep you coming 
back for more. 
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Italian Whites
A14 Marchetti Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi, Marche, Italy 2010 $ 48

Medium-bodied, but remaining crisp. Fresh cut grass, herbs, floral notes and apricot leads the way, but really only          
open up after a little vigorous swirling. The wine is fresh and alive on the palate, with pear, citrus, and wet stone              
flavors leading into a dry finish.

B09 Pinot Bianco Alois Lageder, Magre 2013 $ 40
Description: brilliant straw yellow colour with a green tint. Very fine, fruity (apples, peaches), forward varietal aroma. 
Pronounced, elegant, grapey flavour, light to medium- bodied with a fresh mouth-watering finish. 

I04 Pinot Grigio Danzante, Venezie Italy 2013 $ 38
The bouquet offers delicate floral notes followed by aromatic impressions that include tropical fruit, such as banana,
pineapple and papaya. The palate is seductively crisp and well-balanced, while the finish, exhibiting a harmonious
balance, offers a beautiful vein of slaty mineral.

C01 Pinot Grigio La Fiera, Veneto 2014 $ 36
The La Fiera Pinot Grigio has straw color with a fruity bouquet filled with apples and pears. The palate is dry, soft and 
well balanced with a lingering acidity.

A17 Pinot Grigio Riff Delle Venezie 2013 $ 36
Brilliant straw yellow color with a green tint. Fruity (apples, peaches), forward varietal aroma with elegant mineral            
notes. Quite pronounced, clean, grapey flavour. Dry, medium-bodied on the palate with a crisp and well balanced 
aftertaste and good length.

B10 Pinot Grigio Santa Margarita Alto-Adige 2013 $ 72
This dry white wine has a straw yellow color. Its clean, intense aroma and bone-dry taste (with an appealing flavor of 
Golden Delicious apples) make Santa Margherita's Pinot Grigio a wine of great personality and versatility. 
Excellent as an aperitif, and ideal with seafood, salads or pasta and rice dishes based on fish and shellfish. Also             
perfect with white meats, and  grilled fish.

F05 Soave Classico Inama Vin Soave, Veneto 2012 $ 36
From lower yields and the best slopes in the region this wine is generous, revealing apricots, honey, flowers and 
almonds. Generous acidity and a rich texture enforce the elegant finish this wine has.

E08 Orvieto Palazzone Terre Vineate, Umbria 2010 [W.A. 90] $ 36
The color is a brilliant straw yellow. On the nose it is elegant and well defined with a hazelnut tone. On the palate            
it has a full-bodied, dry, and perfectly balanced finish between aromas and a slightly bitter note. 

A13 Mastro Greco Campania IGT, Italy 2012 $ 48
Straw yellow in color with an intense bouquet of tropical fruit and white flowers. This Greco is fresh and fruity on the 
palate, with a lively acidity. 

C06 Moscato Zonin Primo Amore, Puglia IGT $ 38
Straw-yellow in color with golden reflections and a delicate mousse. The bouquet is fruity and very inviting, with              
intense scents of peaches and exotic fruit. Fresh and pleasantly sweet with a taste that reveals its varietal characteristic.

D06 Vernaccia   Le-Rote   di-San-Gimignano  , Tuscany   2013 $ 42
100% Vernaccia that is hand harvested, fermented in stainless steel and aged for 3 months in bottle, this Tuscan white 
offers bright floral, fruit, citrus and herb character with wonderful minerality and lush texture.

H03 Vermentino Argiolas Costamolino, Sardinia 2013 $ 55 
Lemon-green in color, delicate aromas of citrus and tree fruits complement undertones of tropical fruits and honey.                             
On the palate, the wine shows a delightfully zesty acidity, which makes it both food-friendly and crowd-pleasing.

E06 Vermentino Pala i Fiori, Sardinia 2012           $ 54       
Straw-colored with greenish reflections. Persistent floral and herbaceous aromas with notes of thyme. Medium to                               
full-bodied on the palate with good balance and a long, slightly briny finishnish makes it a perfect companion to                                  
any shellfish. 
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Australian Whites

J05 Mt. Jagged, Semillon Sauvignon Blanc 2010 $ 39
A fragrant bouquet, with voluminous herb and cut grass aromas, the equally flavoursome palate moving into citrus, 
guava and apple territory.

C05 St. Kilda, Chardonnay, South Eastern 2012 $ 38
Light and tangy, with real definition to the apple, lime and mineral flavors, persisting nicely on the juicy finish.

New Zealand Whites

A12 Chardonnay [Unoaked], Villa Maria Private Bin Hawkes Bay 2013 [W.E. 89] $ 45
In recent years, Villa's Chardonnays have dominated the New Zealand show circuit, but this is a reminder that the 
company can make some darn good Sauvignon at a darn good price. Tomato leaf and white grapefruit aromas and 
flavors are the order of the day, easing into a long, mouthwatering finish. Rock solid.

A18 Sauvignon Blanc, Allan Scott, Marlborough 2013 $ 38
The aromatics are capsicum, and tomato leaf, dried herb, and passion fruit. The palate is soft and fruity, but the 
powerful acidity tightens up the palate giving great length which dances along to a clean mouth watering finish.

C03 Sauvignon Blanc, Faultline, Marlborough 2014 $ 38
A bright crisp, easy drinking sauvignon blanc with aromas of gooseberry, citrus and melon. The palate is full of fabulous 
fruit salad flavors, lime and some slight kiwifruit notes. A beautifully balanced wine with well integrated acid and a lifted, 
lingering finish. A superb summer drop on its own or will match beautifully with chicken caesar salad, fresh fish or 
scallops. 

B06 Sauvignon Blanc, Peregrine, Central Ottaga 2013 $ 65
A fresh and bright, finely laced wine with delicate lime and lemongrass flavours and a beautiful citrus minerality

A08 Sauvignon Blanc, Whitehaven, Marlborough 2014 $ 58
Light straw in color with a bright clarity. Displays lifted grapefruit and white currants, with hints of freshly crushed herbs, 
nettles and flint. The palate has freshness and clean fruit purity, with a finely balanced, refreshing acidity. It shows 
vibrant varietal aromas, making a powerful palate impression that is quintessential Marlborough.
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Other Eclectic Whites
A15 Albarino, Columna, Rias Baixas Spain 2013 [S.T. 89] $ 39

Light yellow-gold. Lively melon and white peach scents are energized by lemon rind and ginger. Smooth and fleshy                           
on entry, then more taut in the middle, offering fresh honeydew and tangerine flavors and a hint of chamomile.                                   
Finishes with good clarity and cut, leaving floral and citrus fruit notes behind. "

K09 Alvarinho, Conde Villar, Portugal 2011 $ 42
Floral scents paired with pleasant and fresh fragrances of lemon and orange tree, finish with tropical aromas. Nice 
structure with a full body and soft feel, good finish.

A04 Arindo Rueda Verdejo, Spain 2013 $ 36
While a number of varieties call this stretch of the Duero River home, Verdejo is really Rueda’s calling card.  Northwest 
of Madrid this region is made up of sandy gravel and lime rich alluvial soils.  Verdejo takes well to these bearing lime 
and blossom on the nose and a chalky seashell mineral on its crisp, citric palate.  Despite its jumpy acidity, this 
Verdejo’s full bodied structure and fleshy midpalate round it out nicely.

H01 Moscatel Seco, Jorge Ordoñez Botani, Sierras de Malaga, Spain 2008 $ 38
This fragrant white shows distinctive notes of orange blossom, pear, rose hip and beeswax. It's dry, with a fresh, citrus 
zest finish. A nice aperitif.

A05 Pinot Grigio, Graffigna Reserve, San Juan Argentina 2013 $ 38
Color: light yellow with delicate greenish hues. Aroma: subtle oral aromas with notes of jasmine and hints of                    
white fruits like peaches and apricot. Palate: fresh, young, with delicate, yet surprising fruit flavors and a refined finish.
 

B12 Pinot Grigio, Santa Julia, Mendoza Argentina 2013 $ 36
Aromas of pears, apple, melon and some tropical notes of pineapples and banana. Good balance, Nice acidity. Long 
and fresh finish.

I06 Sauvignon Blanc, Mars and Venus, Spain 2012 $ 36
This Sauvignon Blanc is characterized by its intense aromas of tropical and citrus fruit. As for bouquet, its good         
structure and balanced acidity make it ideal to accompany shellfish, fish with mild sauces and white meat.

B05 Sauvignon Blanc, Root: 1, Chile 2013 $ 38
Pale green edges with a bright citrus bouquet and juicy tropical aromas. Lime, grapefruit, pineapple and pear                  
flavors are vibrant and  fresh. Smooth mineral notes and a hint of herbs createscomplexity for this crisp and delightful 
wine, followed by an elegant finish.

I03 Torrontes, Zuccardi Sorie A, Salta, Argentina 2013 $ 38
Delicate and unique nose, full of white flowers such as roses and citrus blossom. Also notes of mature white fruits          
and citrus zest.  The wine is well structured with a lively acidity but remains centered around the aromatic intensity         
and delicate finish. 

J06 Verdejo, Palos, Spain 2011 $ 39
Pale yellow color, clean and bright.  The nose is delicate with fragrant with aromas of fennel.  The palate is rich yet 
fresh, with flavors of apple and citrus.  The finish is long and delicious.
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American Sauvignon Blanc
F01 Cade, Napa Valley 2013 $ 69

A beautiful follow up to the 2012 vintage, our 2013 Sauvignon Blanc, Napa Valley has a nose that is filled with aromas of
honeydew melon, white peaches, white flowers, grapefruit, lemon meringue, and green apple.

E02 Davis Bynum, Virginia’s Block, Sonoma County 2012 $ 55
This wine reflects a more elegant style with exceptional balance, similar to Davis’s wife Virginia, with hints of tropical 
fruit, melon and an underlying citrus note that finishes with a bright, crisp acidity. This wine pairs elegantly with shellfish, 
salmon or lighter style cheeses.

A01 Ferrari Carano, Fumé Blanc, Sonoma County 2013 $ 42
Ferrari-Carano's 2013 Fume Blanc has delicious aromas of white peach, orange blossom, pear, quince, Meyer lemon 
and mango complemented by peach, grapefruit, pear and lemon flavors. This wine has bright acidity and crisp 
freshness from the cool, stainless steel tank fermentation, while the subtle oak character from barrel aging adds, body, 
complexity and depth.

B17 Galerie Sauvignon, Blanc Naissance, Napa Valley 2012 [W.E. 91] $ 60
Blended from vineyards ranging from Pope Valley to St. Helena, the wine was aged in neutral oak. It shows classic 
varietal notes of citrus fruits, gooseberries and lemongrass, with riper suggestions of white peaches. Low alcohol and 
brisk acidity results in a clean, savory wine 

A11 Grgich Hills, Fumé Blanc Estate Grown, Napa 2011 [S.T. 89] $ 68
100% Sauvignon Blanc.
Pale yellow. Orange blossom, grapefruit pith, nettles, white pepper and a pungent whiff of herbs. Brisk, lemony and 
penetrating, but with a leesy hint and saline minerality giving surprising pliancy to the middle palate. Finishes quite dry, 
with firm citrus zest and mineral notes. 

A03 Honig Napa Valley 2013 $ 36
100% Organic Grapes/Sustainably Farmed
A crisp, fresh Sauvignon Blanc created in the classic Honig style. Peach, lemon grass, hints of jasmine and pea shoot 
are balanced by grapefruit and lime. Medium bodied, with a bright, lingering finish. Enjoyable with many foods including 
curries, roasted fish and a wide variety of cheeses. It is a perfect complement to relaxing on the porch with family and 
friends.

B07 Mason, Napa Velley 2012 $ 45
This wine has an elegant, floral, and fig-like nose with flavors of grapefruit, melon, quince, and hints of fresh cut grass.  
A full, savory acidity finishes smooth and clean.   A wonderful wine for food pairing as it will compliment many different 
flavors. 100% Stainless, 100% Sauvignon Blanc.

A02 Matanzas Creek, Sonoma County 2011 $ 61
Translucent, pale straw color. An intensely perfumed fresh bouquet of lime, bright pink grapefruit and lemon thyme 
combined with notes of green melon, pear and papaya. Flavor: Emulating the nose, the palate of bright grapefruit           
and lime flavor carries a hint of lemon verbena, basil and white peach accompanied by a vibrant mouth feel                    
resulting in a medium bodied, fresh food-friendly wine. 
Blend: 84% Sauvignon Blanc, 8% Sauvignon Musque, and 8% Semillon

G07 Straightline Sauvignon Blanc, Santa Barbara County, 2011 $ 50
A fragrant, floral and perfumed wine with lovely acidity that dances on the palate. Classic aromatics of Sauvignon Blanc 
– freshly cut straw, lemongrass, green and golden citrus – layer with aromas of apricots and other stone fruits. A 
persistent, clean finish brings out tangerine, fresh almond, and honeyed notes.
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Oregon and Washington Whites

E05 Gothic Ophelia Chardonnay, Willamette Valley, Oregon 2012 $ 55
Vibrant aromas of yellow apple, summer melon and jasmine are complimented by flavors of ginger blossom,                   
confit lemon and starfruit.  Judicious use of lees contact and neutral oak druning elevage helped the 2012 Ophelia 
develop a medium body and silky mouth-feel, followed by a crisp, lingering finish.

B13 Hedges CMS, Columbia Valley, Washington 2012 $ 36
Sauvignon Blanc, dominant, with small amounts of Chardonnay and Marsanne. 
A blended white wine with Sauvignon Blanc dominating over 75% of the wine, this was one of the original                    
malic-acid friendly white wines released from Washington State. Rounding out the blend is a touch of chardonnay 
accompanied by just a pinch of Marsanne. Beautifully structured with wonderful Sauvignon Blanc fruit character,             
the mouth feel has a delicate balance of acid angularity and defined herbal sophistication. 

B16 King Estate, Signature Pinot Gris, Oregon 2013 [W.E. 91] $ 46
There’s extra richness across the palate of perfectly ripened apple, pear and melon fruit. The weight of the wine in the 
mouth is substantial but maintains a sense of lightness and proportion, and the finish extends out gracefully as long as 
you can wait for that next sip. 

A06 Sokol Blosser Evolution no 9, Oregon NV [W.S. 87] $ 45
Soft and aromatic, appealing for its pretty floral, spice and litchi overtones to the basic pear and apple character.            
Lap it up while it's fresh. Contains Pinot Gris, Müller-Thurgau, Riesling and several other grapes.                                     
Match: Seafood, Spicy Cuisine

G05 Willamette Valley Vineyards, Riesling, Willamette Valley Oregon 2010 [W.S. 89] $ 35  

Bright and lively, this is jazzy with pear, peach, citrus and floral flavors, sweet but balanced with bracing acidity. 
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American Miscellaneous Whites
G03 Albarino, Tangent, California 2012 [W.E. 90] $ 40

Albariño is gaining popularity in America as a dry, tart white wine and Tangent is a large part of the trend. This is one      
of the best in California, dependably clean and vibrant in green apple, Meyer lemon and grapefruit flavors, with a            
hint of gooseberries. 

A07 Conundrum, California 2013 $ 69
Aromas of tangerine, green apple and honeysuckle with exotic flavors of peach, apricot and tropical fruit. Wonderful as 
an aperitif, or pair it with an array of flavorful dishes such as fresh seafood, salads, spicy cuisine, fish tacos and burgers.
Best served chilled with family and friends.

D01 Ferrari-Carano Bella Luce, Sonoma 2011 $ 45
This light yellow colored white wine opens with a mild wet stone and light peach bouquet. On the palate, this                   
wine is medium bodied, balanced and slightly acidic. The flavor profile is a mild Anjou Pear with nicely integrated            
minerality and a dash of white pepper. There is also a touch peach. The finish is dry and refreshing. 

B11 Jaffurs "Thompson Vineyard", Santa Barbara County                                                                     
Grenache Blanc 2012 [S.T. 91] $ 67  
Bright straw. Reticent orchard and pit fruits on the nose, along with notes of ginger, chamomile, jasmine and sweet 
butter. Dry and tightly wound on the palate, but aeration brings up pear, melon and honey qualities and a hint of 
tarragon. Closes on a chewy note, with very good length and resonating florality

B04 Pepi, Pinot Grigio, California 2013 $ 38
Our Pinot Grigio offers fresh aromas of white flowers, pear drop and citrus. The palate is crisp, with a refreshing,            
clean finish. Enjoy this wine with a light seafood pasta. 

A09 Pine Ridge, Chenin Blanc Viognier, Napa 2013 $ 38
Brilliant and refreshing, this bottling of our remarkable blend bursts with an array of delightful aromas, opening with fresh
lemon, juicy honeydew melon, pomelo and sweet mango, complemented by soft orange blossom and carnation floral 
notes. The palate is crisp and mouth-watering, leading with luscious papaya, yellow pear and ruby grapefruit flavors that
are balanced by hints of sweet tangerine and white tea. The juicy fruit flavors linger through the clean and lively finish.
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American Chardonnay
H02 Bianchi, Santa Barbara County, 2012 $ 36

There's a little oak on this Chard, but you can hardly detect it. The flavors are all about ripe pineapples, oranges, 
peaches and apricots, accented by crisp acidity. A fine example of coastal California Chardonnay, it will marry well with 
salmon. 

C05 Bogle, Clarksburg California 2013 $ 38
Chardonnay grapes grown in Clarksburg are known for their characteristic apple and pear aromas and flavors. Bogle 
winemakers have captured these refreshing and ripe notes while allowing them to develop and intensify through 
stainless steel fermentation. Additional grapes are vinted using the techniques of barrel fermentation, sur-lies aging and 
partial malolactic fermentation, which creates an elegant counterpart to the fresh fruit with tones of spicy vanilla and 
nutmeg. The creamy mouthfeel adds just the final touch on the finish, reminiscent of an apple and pear galette.

G02 Brewer Clifton Santa Rita Hills Chardonnay  2010 [S.T. 92] $ 60
Light gold. Musky, spice-accented aromas of pear, melon and honeysuckle, with a strong note of toasty lees.                
Smoky and broad but vibrant, with impressive depth to its orchard and citrus fruit flavors. Spicy and precise on the 
impressively long finish, which strongly echoes the smoke and floral notes.

B14 Bridlewood, Monterey County 2013 $ 38
The Bridlewood Monterey County Chardonnay displays juicy tropical and floral notes mixed with hints of vanilla and 
spice. Flavors of mandarin orange, lime and pippin apple give way to clover honey and toasted sugar notes. With age, 
tropical caramel aromas will develop beautifully in this wine.

B03 Chamisal Vineyards, Central Coast 2013 $ 50
Unoaked Chardonnay.
Tropical aromatics of juicy mandarin, ripe kiwi and mango are highlighted by hints of apple blossom, lemon drop and 
refreshing minerality. The palate echoes the nose, revealing the Stainless winemaking with its round, weighty mouthfeel.
Crisp acidity and flavors of white peach, pineapple and key lime pie filling round out the clean, lingering finish.

A16 Jackson Estate, Santa Maria Valley 2013 $ 40
By Kendall Jackson.  Rich and creamy golden mango, yellow peach and honeysuckle flower flavors, with oak barrel 
aging bringing notes of buttered biscuits and vanilla bean.

H06 Pahlmeyer Jayson, North Coast 2012 $ 120
Brilliant hues of golden straw accompany intense aromatics of honeysuckle, lily, vanilla and fresh melon in this luscious 
wine. A flush of roasted peaches, buttermilk ice cream and hint of sugared grapefruit are presented on a silky entry and 
smooth, well-mannered texture. Notes of rich toasted almonds and pecans linger throughout the wine's long finish.

H08 Sea Smoke Streamside Chardonnay, Santa Rita Hills 2012 $ 146
An elegant Chardonnay with aromas of lemon curd, white peach, cut stone and jasmine — complemented by a focused 
mid-palate and the refreshing cool climate acidity of our estate vineyard.

A10 Sonoma Cutrer, Russian River Ranches, Sonoma 2013 $ 50
Fruit aromas of Golden Delicious apple, Bosc pear and white peach are accented with toasted nuts, oak spice, a hint of 
vanilla and a touch of butter. This wine has the signature Sonoma-Cutrer balance between elegance and richness for a 
medium-bodied, mouth-filling wine. The creamy richness is balanced with a bright acidity and highlighted with flavors of 
apple, pear and lemon zest.

H05 WindRacer, Anderson Valley 2011 [R.P. 90] $ 90
Bright yellow-gold.  Pineapple, nectarine and orange zest on the nose, with notes of honey and sweet butter adding 
depth.  Fleshy, palate-coating tropical and pit fruit flavors are firmed by juicy acidity, with a smoky nuance emerging with
aeration.  Shows a slightly hard edge on the finish, the orange and smoke notes repeating.
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Californian Cabernet and Blends Reserve
888 Buccella, Napa Valley 2010 [W.A. 95] $ 295

Even more impressive is the 2010 Cabernet Sauvignon, a richer, fuller wine with the same structural profile as                
the 2009, but with deeper, more concentrated black currant, licorice, incense and floral characteristics. Deep,                 
pure, textured and multidimensional, this opaque purple-colored 2010 is sensational.

115 Franciscan Stylus, Napa Valley 2005 $ 225
86% Cabernet Sauvignon, 7% Petit Verdot, 5% Merlot, and 2% Malbec.
Deep crimson hue. Reserved scents of dust, baker’s chocolate, black cherry and wintergreen. Big, refined tannins          
and ripe flavors of cassis and raspberry liqueur. Layers of mocha, sweet tobacco and menthol in the endless black 
cherry-driven close.

888 Joseph Phelps Insignia, Napa Valley 2011 [S.T. 94] $ 350
 Good bright red-ruby. Blackberry, cassis, licorice, bitter chocolate and coffee on the nose, along with a whiff of 
eucalyptus. Nicely concentrated and fairly deep, with a medicinal cast to the black fruit and pepper flavors. 

888 Krupp Brothers M5, Napa Valley 2010 [W.A. 93] $ 330
M5 is the name of the vineyard block from which all of the Cabernet Sauvignon in this wine is sourced. This wine 
speaks of the unique terroir of the Heart of Stagecoach Vineyard. Incredibly deep and dark in color with layered aromas 
of ripe blackberry, lilac, cedar and black pepper. Robust entry with flavors of briary fruits, chocolate and bing cherry. 
Beautiful phenolic structure with fine grained tannins that are long and lingering. Decanting recommended. Drink now 
through 2025. 

888 Lokoya Diamond Mountain, Napa 2003 [S.T. 93] $ 440
Ruby-red. Superripe aromas of currant, blueberry, mocha, brown spices and violet. Lush, dense and sweet, with             
lovely floral lift to the flavors of dark raspberry, dark chocolate and mint. An edge of acidity and very fine tannins         
gives shape to the wine's sweetness. 

888 Merus Napa Valley, 2004 [W.S. 96] $ 402
Rich and concentrated, with a generous mix of currant, blackberry, wild berry and mocha-laced oak. Intense,                  
yet avoids being heavy, turning sleek and elegant. Deftly balanced and tightly focused, with a complex, lingering             
finish that ends with hints of herb and black olive.

205 Opus One R. Mondavi/Rothschild, Napa 2006 [W.A.94] $ 420
Not surprisingly, the 2006 is a bigger, more muscular, less charming effort displaying unbridled power, full-bodied 
richness, and notes of new saddle leather, black fruits, roasted herbs, and burning embers. Powerful and rich with          
sweet tannin, low acidity, and more structure and density than the 2005 as well as less nuance and complexity

654 Opus One R. Mondavi/Rothschild, Napa 2009 [S.T. 93] $ 450 
Full medium ruby.  Wild, flamboyantly expreddive aromas of black raspberry, crystallized blackberry, smoke,                   
leather, licorice, bitter chocolate and cedar, lifted by violet and spices.  Smooth, mouthfilling and decidely dry,                  
with a lightly dusty character to its flavors of dark fruits, minerals and game.  The broad, very long finish features 
building tannins.  Quite different in style from the higher-pitched 2008, which was tighter and more floral at the                
same stage of its evolution.
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Californian Cabernet Sauvignon and Blends
301 Alexander Valley Vineyards, Alexander Valley 2013 $ 45

The 2013 Cabernet Sauvignon is a classic Alexander Valley wine with medium body, great fruit flavors and grippy 
tannins. Winemaker Kevin Hall added 7% Merlot for structure, a touch of Cabernet Franc for floral notes and Malbec 
and Petit Verdot for color. 
There are aromas of dark fruit, blackberry, cherry, cassis, plum, vanilla and a slight cocoa and chocolate note. In the 
glass there are rich flavors of cherry, cassis, blackberry, plum, spice, tobacco and chocolate. This is a plush wine with 
medium body, nice balance and a long finish. 

208 Anakota “Helena Montana Vineyard, Sonoma County 2009 [S.T. 93-95] $ 140
100% cabernet sauvignon; aged in French oak, 97% new; from whiter soil than the Helena Dakota): Deep ruby.                                  
Knockout nose combines dark berries, licorice and a powerful violet element. Then wonderfully suave and fine-grained,                     
with great energy and lift to the middle palate. The strong floral quality carries straight through to the ripely tannic finish. 

310 Angeline by Martin Ray Cabernet Reserve, Sonoma County 2012 $ 36
Angeline is made by Martin Ray Winery of Sonoma County, and the wines represent a great value. This Cabernet was 
sourced from North Coast, California vineyards, and is a blend of 88% Cabernet Sauvignon with 12% Petite Sirah--for a 
bit of a California-blend twist on the theme.

552 Louis .M. Martini Cabernet Sauvignon, Sonoma 2012 [W.A. 88] $ 48
One of those great values is the 2012 Cabernet Sauvignon Sonoma (87% Cabernet Sauvignon, 7% Petite Sirah and 
the rest Zinfandel, Merlot and Cabernet Franc that achieved 13.9% alcohol). The wine’s pH of 3.8 probably explains its 
silky texture. This dense wine exhibits lots of black currant and black cherry fruit intertwined with background earth and 
oak (it was aged in tanks with French and American staves). This medium to full-bodied Cabernet reveals excellent 
purity as well as lots of flavor intensity.

460 Miner Cabernet Sauvignon, Oakville 2009 $ 178
This quintessential Oakville Cabernet Sauvignon shows impressive depth and refinement with generous layers               
of black fruit flavors accented by hints of dried herbs, mocha and cedar against a backdrop of plush tannins.

606 Ramey Cabernet Sauvignon, Napa 2012 [S.T. 93] $ 124
Bright purple. Intense, smoke-accented aromas of cherry and blackcurrant, with Indian spice and floral notes adding 
complexity. Juicy and precise on the palate, offering energetic dark fruit flavors and a hint of chewing tobacco. Closes 
tangy and long, with slow-building tannins and very good focus.

601 Ramey Claret Napa 2012 [W.A. 92]  $ 88
The 2012 Claret appears to be another outstanding example of value-priced Cabernet Sauvignon. A 6,000-case blend   
of 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 24% Merlot and the rest Malbec, Syrah, Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot, consumers will  
love this beauty because of its forward, classic Cabernet style. 

250 Ramsay Cabernet Sauvignon, Napa Valley 2013 $ 52
Ramsay is Kent Rasmussen's side project. This unique red wine, which is made with fruit sourced from farmers 
throughout Napa Valley, shows notes of cassis, toasty vanilla, and hazelnuts.

610 Rombauer Cabernet Sauvignon, Napa Valley 2012 $ 95
The 2012 Rombauer Cabernet Sauvignon displays a bright crimson hue and enticing aromas of black currant, blueberry
and cedar spice. The palate is rich and textured with flavors of sweet cassis, blackberry and black cherry carried by 
supple tannins through the long finish.

711 Silver Palm Cabernet Sauvignon, North Coast 2012 $ 38
The Silver Palm Cabernet Sauvignon is dark ruby in color, with aromas of Bing cherry and cassis. Flavors of menthol, 
spice and oak with round firm tannins lead to a soft, silky, lingering finish.
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Washington State Reds
307 Cabernet Sauvignon, Bookwalter Foreshadow 2012 $ 110

Dark deep purple/red color introduces this ripe dark flavored wine. The Cabernet and oak are well matched in the young
muscular cabernet. Blended from several old blocks long managed by the Bookwalters, this wine shows the core 
strengths of Washington’s warm vintages, fruit fresh acidity and long lasting flavors.

109 Hedges C.M.S. Columbia Valley2011 $ 38
Dark, deep ruby color. Aromas of black cherry, blackberry , sweet plum fruit and sweet toasted oak with undertones of 
ripe melon, dried herbs and vanilla with hints of cocoa powder, tobacco and graham cracker. On the palate toasted oak 
and graham cracker with lively acidity, darker berry fruits, cocoa powder and sweetness, good body with well integrated 
tannins that linger on the long finish. A nicely balanced wine, with enough acid and tannin to make this a more serious, 
longer lived wine

410 Merlot Blend, Hedges, Three Vineyards Red Mountain 2011 $ 68
Deep purple color, yet not opaque. A sense of finesse in the color which suggests liveliness on the palate. The mouth 
feel is angular, with grace and precision. The 2011 vintage produced a savory character in the wines, like that of fennel, 
salt, tar and steel. Highly integrated tannins, dusty in a sense, alongside protective acidity guarding against premature 
oxidation.

509 Saggi, Long Shadows Vintners Collection, Columbia Valley 2012 $ 113
Small berries loaded with intense flavor matured beautifully, yielding generous flavors and ripe, balanced tannins in the 
finished wine.  Aromas of red currants and ripe wild strawberries introduce a wine with bright and lively character.  Fresh
red berry flavors, a delicate floral note and vibrant acidity add balance to the mid-palate, which echoes across a lengthy 
finish.  59% Sangiovese 33% Cabernet Sauvignon 8% Syrah
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American Red Varietals
762 Alexander Valley Syrah, Alexander Valley California 2013 $ 45

This lush wine has floral aromas of violets, dark fruits, dark chocolate and vanilla. There are rich flavors of blackberry 
jam, black cherry, and vanilla with silky tannins and a long structured finish.

456 DuMol “Eddies Patch” Syrah, Russian River Valley California 2009 $ 105
Saturated purple color; dense and concentrated ripe dark fruits – blackberry and cassis with menthol, dried
herb, tapenade, mineral and iron tones. Maintains floral elegance and lifted aromatic character. Bright red
fruit entry, lighter than the nose suggests, then dark fruit compote but not heavy or too forward, truffle notes,
pepper, thyme and sage. Rich tannins round out the finish and aromatic graphite notes linger. 

360 DuMol, Syrah, Russian River Valley, California 2008 $ 172
Clear bright garnet red; multi layered aromas of cranberry and dried flowers becoming red and clack cherry with             
a slight grassy black tea element. Crunchy red fruits dominate the palate entry with red apple skin notes that                   
deepen to typical Green Valley raspberry and cola flavors. Youthful structure becomes suppler with aeration.                   
Tea leaf and baking spice notes on the fresh savory finish.

154      Syrah Radio-Coteau Timbervine, Sonoma 2004                              [W.A. 90-92] $ 140 
Supple and fruity, with lots of spice, cigar box and blueberry flavors that are intense and vibrant.                           
Finishes with a nice earthy edge and firm tannins.

752 Radio-Coteau, Timbervine, Syrah, Russian River Valley 2005 [W.A. 92-94] $ 130
A blockbuster offering, the 2005 Syrah Timbervine exhibits meaty, gamy, tarry notes along with superb intensity, full 
body, and plenty of animal-like notes interwoven with blackberry, roasted meat, pepper, and dried herb-like 
characteristics.

457 Spellbound Petite Sirah, Napa Valley 2012 $ 38
Intensity of color, rich black and brambly fruits, vanilla bean and roasting coffee aromatics are complemented by 
remarkable approachability in our Spellbound Petite Sirah. The wine is crafted to unleash dark and luscious 
characteristics, while managing tannins to deliver an opulent and juicy Petite Sirah. This lush yet easy-drinking               
wine provides intense berry character, with superb texture you will find in none other than Spellbound Petite Sirah.

715 T-Vine Frediani Vineyard,Syrah, Napa Valley 2003 $ 100
T Vine’s 2003 Frediani Syrah comes in a regular ol’ 750ml bottle, however tasting the jammy, rich and vibrant 
summertime fruit we think that a jar might be a more appropriate vessel. With its hints of vanilla and cinnamon,               
it would not be out of place at your breakfast table. Pass the wheat toast!
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Oregon Reds
116 Pinot Noir, A to Z, Newberg 2013 $ 48

The 2013 A to Z Pinot Noir invites with vibrant aromas of juicy berries, cherries, lavender and violets, evolving to             
clove, game, smoke and cherry tobacco. A succulent, focused attack has flavors of blue and red fruits, flowers and 
earth, then deepens with hints of mocha, gingerbread, green tea and cacao. A very tannic structure is balanced by 
perfect acidity, giving shape and elegance to the concentration of lush fruit. 

168 Pinot Noir, Chehalem 3 Vineyards, Willamette Valley 2011  [W.S. 90] $ 85
Fresh and vibrant, with a strong aroma of violet and other flowers... cherry and cocoa flavors, lingering against modest 
tannins.

164 Pinot Noir, Domaine Serene Evenstad Reserve, Willamette Valley 2008 [W.S. 93] $ 142
Sleek and tangy, tightly focusing its cherry, raspberry and mineral flavors on a taut frame. Finishes with intensity             
and a hint of black olive. 

607 Pinot Noir, Domaine Serene Evenstad Reserve, Willamette Valley 2011 [W.E. 91] $ 147
Light and elegantly crafted, this iconic release is the textbook example of well-made cool-vintage Oregon Pinot Noir.       
It’s aromatic, floral and sillky. The tangy berry fruit is clean and ripe, though definitely on the lighter side. Pretty berry       
and cherry flavors are set against tart acids, with just a touch of milk chocolate from barrel aging. 

103 Pinot Noir, Domaine Serene Yamhill Cuvee, Willamette Valley 2009 [W.E. 91] $ 102
Sometimes in a challenging vintage such as 2009, it is the least expensive, blended wines that benefit most,                   
perhaps because grapes normally destined for the single-vineyard wines are redirected. Here, rich fruit flavors 
highlighted with streaks of caramel and toffee get things rolling quickly. Berries and cherries, firm acids, pretty s              
pice and a lingering butterscotch finish.

414 Pinot Noir, Domaine Serene, Willamette Valley 2009 $ 95
This wine has a complex and intriguing aroma profile, with notes of dark cherry, leather, earth and black licorice. The 
flavors carry through on a silky palate that is characterized by supple tannins, elegance and refinement.

265 Pinot Noir, Lange Freedom Hill Vineyard 2009 $ 135
This is a full-bodied expression of the grape with extraordinary depth. A distinct nose displays rich, brooding                    
fruit—blackberry, blueberry, and candied dark cherry—as well as dusty earth, clean barrel spice, and a hint of                 
anise. The round, velvety palate shows blackberry jam, dried blueberry, huckleberry-chocolate, tobacco leaf,                   
and spice, all balanced by firm tannin structure and elegant acidity. 

608 Pinot Noir, Lemelson Vineyards Thea’s Selection 2012 [S.T. 90] $ 72
Bright ruby-red. Black raspberry, cherry pit, peppery spices and licorice on the nose and palate. Silky, broad and open-
knit, with hints of candied flowers and smoke emerging with aeration. Finishes supple and gently sweet, leaving notes of
allspice and bitter cherry behind. 

157 Pinot Noir, Owen Roe Sharecropper’s, Willamette Valley 2012 $ 55
Aromas of savory toast, nutmeg and mint lead to a surprising mouthful of zingy acidity with bright and juicy marionberry 
and Rainier cherry flavors.  Underlying layers of vanilla and baking spices like cinnamon and black licorice are 
structurally enhanced with candied fruit and brown sugar nuances.

352 Pinot Noir, Point North, Sean Minor, Willamette Valley 2012 $ 42
Our Oregon Pinot Noir is medium-bodied with strawberry, cherry and raspberries aromas. It is well-structured and 
elegant, with lingering spicy/earthy notes and cherry flavors throughout the mid-palate.  The wine has a bright mouth 
feel integrated with soft round tannins for a lengthy finish. 

508 Pinot Noir, Ponzi, Willamette Valley 2012 $ 90
The explosive nose lifts from the glass with inrtiguing aromas of sweet tobacco, cayenne and guajillo pepper, graphite 
and cedar, violets and fried rose petal.  The palate is a continuation of the nose with Italian plum. Bakers chocolate, 
black pepper and a prominent spice component leading to fine-grain tannins and a long luxurious finish.

152 Pinot Noir, Roads End, Carlton Cellars 2004 [W.S. 87] $ 114
Smooth and round. An open-textured Pinot, with Santa Rosa plum and slightly minty flavors, finishing with fine tannins.
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Californian Pinot Noir
250 Angeline by Martin Ray 2013 $ 42

This Pinot Noir is a lively garnet color with aromas of intense fruit, luscious cherries and spice. Bright fruit flavors of 
fresh cranberry and maraschino cherries with lively acidity and orange zest rounded out by a sweet, toasty oak on the 
finish.

204 Calera, Central Coast , California 2012 $ 54
The bouquet of our 2012 Central Coast Pinot Noir is enticing; aromas of deep, dark berry spice and violets that hint at 
the depth of this delightful wine. Juicy black currant, plum and cherry cola flavors accent the round texture, gentle 
structure and soft oak undertones. This wine is extremely flavorful and a fantastic value.

215 Dumol, Russian River Valley 2010 [S.T. 94] $ 191
Saturated ruby. Deeply pitched aromas of cherry-cola, licorice and incense, with a spicy note adding vivacity.                  
Broad and intensely flavored, offering palate-staining dark fruit flavors and an energizing lick of blood orange.                 
Chewy and focused on the impressively long finish, which features dusty tannins and clinging dark berry character.

218 Failla, Sonoma 2012 $ 80
This blend of maturing Sonoma Coast grape sources has outgrown its “young-vines” tag while still offering the                
pleasures of freshness and drinkability. Vinified in the same manner as our vineyard designated Pinots, this                    
vintage was aged in French oak, about 20% new. Warm tones of baking spice, wild sage, balsam and classic cherry 
coulis. Fine tannins and bright, juicy acidity give structure to the red berry palate.

414 La Crema Arroyo Seco, Panorama Vineyard, Monterey 2012 [S.T. 90] $ 78
This is a supple, elegant Pinot Noir with all the hallmarks of the Arroyo Seco appellation. The nose is rich with dark 
spice, earth notes, coffee bean and blackberry while the palate shows the minerality influence of the well drained soils 
and the intensity offered by tightly planted, small vines. Layers of dark plum, wet stones, cedar and cocoa linger       
through the velvety finish.

150 Lucky Star, California 2013 $ 38
Ripe red raspberry and cherry aromas carry through to the palate, balanced by a crisp yet silky finish. The wine              
pairs well with grilled chicken or pasta.

354 Maggy Hawk Jolie, Anderson Valley 2010 $ 150
Moderately light reddish purple color in the glass. Uplifting aromas of cherry, strawberry, spice and underbrush. 
Delicious and full in the mouth, with a good attack of dark cherry fruit accented with anise, dark chocolate and toasty 
oak. Impressive harmony and elegance with complimentary integration of oak. The finish is polished and pleasant. 

559 Mark West, Sonoma County 2012 $ 36
Sourced primarily from California's coastal appellations, these vineyards provide grapes of intense fruit aromatics           
and flavors. After a gentle crushing, the grapes were fermented in small tanks with daily punch downs to extract              
color and flavors. Pressed lightly, the wine was then aged in French and Hungarian oak for approximaely eight                
months before bottling. Red and black cherry flaovrs abound with a note of spice from oak aging. Rich in texture             
with a lingering finish and versatile enough to complement just about any cuisine.
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Californian Pinot Noir
505 Pahlmeyer Jayson Sonoma Coast 2011 [S.T. 92] $ 142

Medium red. Reticent, musky nose opens to reveal perfumed notes of red berries, rose petal, spices and herbs. Supple 
and velvety on the palate, with lovely harmonious acidity framing the tangy, concentrated red fruit flavors. Offers a lovely
combination of silkiness of texture and energy. Finishes long and lively, with suave tannins. Lovely pinot.

213 Radio-Coteau, La Neblina, Sonoma 2007 [W.A 90] $ 120
Deep red with a brilliant rim. Powerfully scented aromas of cherry, smoky minerals, flowers and Asian spices                  
expand with air and pick up a note of white pepper. Palate-staining red berry and cherry flavors are impressively 
energetic, with tangy mineral and cinnamon qualities adding vivacity. Finishes very fresh, with excellent clarity and         
spicy persistence. More energetic and classically pinot than the 2006 version.

167 Saintsbury Brown Ranch, Carneros 2007 $ 138
Good dark red. Musky redcurrant, cherry, mocha and underbrush on the nose. Supple but juicy and vibrant,                    
with a tangy quality to the flavors of cherry, chocolate and spicy oak. Offers a nice balance of restrained fruit                   
and subtle soil tones. Finishes with an edge of youthful l acidity and good length. This was the best of the current           
set of pinots from this winery, as the others struck me as too low-toned, reduced or dry, or simply lacked fruit intensity.

407 Saintsbury Carneros, Napa 2011 [S.T. 89] $ 74
Bright, medium cherry-red. Pungent aromas of cherry, raspberry, spices, cola and orange zest, complicated by a smoky 
nuance. Bright, lively red fruit flavors are silky and easygoing. Very good palate presence and texture here, and more 
tangy and gripping on the finish than the 2010 model.

888 Sea Smoke Ten, Santa Rita Hills, California 2010 [W.S. 91] $ 200
A reined-in style, this captures the delicate mix of blueberry, wild berry, rose petal, subtle mineral and earth touches, 
supported by vibrant acidity and graceful tannins. Blueberry notes echo on the finish.

411 Talley, Bishop’s Peak, San Luis Obispo County 2013 $ 53
Brilliant garnet in color, the 2013 vintage of Bishop’s Peak Pinot Noir bursts with aromas of strawberry and raspberry 
complimented with subtle notes of earth and soil. This medium bodied wine has elegant flavors consistent with its 
aromas, soft tannins and refreshing acidity. Enjoy a glass with a wedge of Fontina cheese or garlic and herb roasted 
pork tenderloin.

162 Wind Gap Gap Crown, California 2012 $ 121
Dark and opaque, black fruit, dark spice and rich, ripe and robust Pinot flavors.  Fresh flowers, tangerine peel, 
cardamom and Santa Rosa Plum give this fresh, lively Pinot Noir a lift, definition and vibrancy
80% Whole-Cluster, crushed by foot, natural fermentations, never racked, 18 months in all old multiple use French Oak 
barrels. Bottled without any clarification.
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Californian Zinfandel         
557 Edmeades Piffero Vineyard, Redwood Valley 2011 $ 65

The 2011 Piffero Zinfandel greets you with aromas of ripe cherries, dried cherries, and cherry liquor that mingle with 
warm notes of cinnamon and spice. It has a round and lush texture suggestive of cherries dipped in chocolate, with a 
lively acidity that balances the ripe fruit characteristics. Flavors of toasted oak, vanilla, and café au lait linger on the 
finish.

656 Four Vines Biker, Paso Robles 2011 $ 55  
 Biker's legendary blackberry aromas mix with cherry, plums, menthol, white pepper and a touch of meaty black olives 
and oregano. A touch of cedar box from oak aging adds to the complexity. The Bad Boy of Zin delivers again with 
flavors of plums, cherries and boysenberries with a smoky char to balance the fruit. A sweet fruit entry digs deep on 
berry flavors and finishes smooth and bold with a long, long lingering finish. A massive and in-your-face Zin, taking no 
prisoners. Biker rocks! 

                                     
306 Hartford Old Vine, Russian River Valley 2011 [S.T. 90] $ 90

Inky ruby. Bright cherry and black raspberry aromas are complemented by hints of dried rose, black tea and star             
anise. Lively cherry and dark berry flavors pick up spiciness with air, along with a touch of candied flowers. Shows          
good energy on the finish, which is firmed by youthful, fine-grained tannins. This rich but energetic zin will work well       
with strongly seasoned foods.

609 Kuleto Estate, Napa 2009 $ 85
This estate Zinfandel expresses the more feminine side of the variety, perhaps due to the gentleness of the growing 
season. The nose smells of candied violets and black cherries. he mouth is very pretty and surprisingly soft.

661 Marietta Cellars Old Vine Red #60, Alexander Valley $ 38
Marietta Cellars has been making this mulit-vintage, primarily Zinfandel-based red for over 30 years. Aromas of red        
fruit are supported by darker fruit on the palate with licorice, mineral, and spice. The terroir of the wine's Sonoma and 
Mendocino County origins lend themselves to an acidty that concisely drives the finish of this traditional field blend.

560 Rancho Zabaco Sonoma Heritage Vines, Sonoma   2013     [W.A. 89] $ 40
This is a beautiful Zinfandel and the good news is there are over 30,000 cases of it. Coming from three of Gallo’s top 
Zinfandel vineyards, Stephani, Frei Ranch and Chiotti, most of them in Dry Creek, this blend of 98% Zinfandel and 2% 
Petite Sirah tips the scales at a lofty 14.8% natural alcohol. The wine has a deep ruby color, and a seductive, peppery, 
meaty, Côte du Rhône-type nose revealing lavender and roasted herb characteristics. No hard edges are found in this 
medium to full-bodied, fleshy, nicely concentrated Zinfandel.

108 Rombauer, Napa 2012 $ 72
The 2012 Rombauer Cabernet Sauvignon displays a bright crimson hue and enticing aromas of black currant, blueberry
and cedar spice. The palate is rich and textured with flavors of sweet cassis, blackberry and black cherry carried by 
supple tannins through the long finish.

703 Seghesio, Sonoma County 2013 [W.S. 92] $ 59  

A lively, zesty red that offers bright cherry and tarragon aromas and sleekly layered flavors of briary raspberry, nutmeg 
and fresh- cracked black pepper. 

114 Storybook Mountain Vineyards 2008 $ 79
The wild berry flavor tinges toward brighter fruit, layering vibrant strawberry, tart raspberry and cracked black           
pepper into a savory Napa Valley red. This wine is balanced, sophisticated and elegant, this gains with air and                
would be delicious with lamb.

210 Wine Guerrilla Rebel Cru, Sonoma 2009 $ 38
40% Zinfandel, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Syrah, 10% Petite Sirah). 
You wouldn’t expect a sissy blend from a revolutionary. Our new Cru gets big and bold with zinfandel, cabernet               
sauvignon, syrah and petite sirah. It’s like the Fab Four of wine—zin the “cute one,” cab the “clever one,” syrah the         
“quiet one” and petite sirah the “funny one.” Together, they make beautiful music.
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Californian Merlot
107 Alexander Valley Vineyards, Alexander Valley 2011 $ 47

This wine always impresses red wine lovers. There are aromas of cherry, dusty plum, cassis, cola, eucalyptus and 
cocoa powder in the glass. This is a fruit forward wine with nice balance and flavors of red cherry, cassis, blackberry, 
plum, dark fruits and dark chocolate. The finish is juicy and structured with a long finish. 
Blend: 98.8% Merlot, 0.7% Cabernet Sauvignon, 0.4% Cabernet Franc, 0.1 % Malbec

350 DeLoach, Heritage Reserve, Napa 2012 $ 36
On the palate, luscious flavors of blueberry and black plum mingle with notes of raspberry, dusty chocolate and leather. 
A well-structured wine with smooth tannins

117 Duckhorn, Napa 2012 $ 120
This Napa Valley Merlot is a complex blend of several individual vineyard lots, incorporating fruit from our Estate 
Vineyards and from top independent growers throughout the Napa Valley. The final wine is a rich and cohesive 
expression of the entire Napa Valley, reflecting the varied microclimates and soils of this unique appellation.

418 Freemark Abbey, Napa 2012 [R.P. 92] $ 67  

A cross-Napa Valley blend, the 2012 Merlot is their largest cuvée (15,500 cases), and is composed of 85.2% Merlot 
blended with other Bordeaux varietals. Only 21% new oak is used, so the fruit component dominates. A dense 
plum/purple color is followed by notes of chocolate, berries, tobacco leaf, forest floor and mocha. This lush, fruit-driven, 
hedonistic, sensual Merlot can be drunk over the next 7-8 years."

753 Hall, Napa 2012 $ 65
The 2012 Merlot is deep garnet in color , with aromatic notes of wet stone, sun-warmed raspberries, and a slightly 
cooling fresh fennel. The soft, supple tannins and medium body are distinctive and prized features of our Merlots. The 
finish offers notes of baking spices. 
Blend: 80% Merlot, 15% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Petit Verdot

417 Keenan, Napa 2011 $ 92
The 2011 Merlot reveals a wonderful smoky espresso-scented nose with a hint of black cherry liqueur. Medium-bodied 
and moderately colored, it is not terribly rich or profoundly deep, but it is lush, velvety and endearing. I suspect most 
wine consumers may prefer this Merlot to some of the more highly rated and concentrated vintages that require a few 
years of bottle age.

212 Martin Ray, Napa 2012 $ 45
This rather complex European-style bouquet showcases this Merlot’s aromas of ripened fig and subtly blackberry.  
Athough, most apparent are the fragrant floral overtones complemented by the cardamom spice, the palate                    
softens into  mellow undertones.

159 Matanzas Creek, Sonoma 2012 $ 50
Dried blueberries, dried cranberries, black plums and cassis notes. Bittersweet chocolate and cocoa powder comingling 
with hits of black cardamom. Salty black licorice, green peppercorns and roasted coffee beans.
Black slate, graphite, vibrant acidity, seamless tannins and a long finish.

356 Miner, Stagecoach Vineyard, Napa 2010 $ 96
Challenged by the rocky, volcanic soils of this mountainous vineyard site, the vines at Stagecoach produce fruit of 
extraordinary quality and intensity. This meticulously-farmed property is handpicked according to the winemaker's 
specifications. Loaded with rich, ripe fruit and spice notes with touches of toasty oak, this Merlot has firm, yet fine 
tannins and a long finish.

502 Ramspeck, Napa 2011 $ 50
Floral aromas, violets and Tuscan leather notes.  The flavor is that of sweet ripe cherries, coco, full bodied with a savory
finish.

156 Schug, Sonoma 2011  $ 70
The Merlot grapes were grown on the Sangiacomo Vineyard in the Carneros district of southern Sonoma Valley. This 
cooler microclimate provides the longer growing season necessary for Merlot to ripen slowly and develop maximum 
flavor. Added complexity comes from a blending judicious amounts of Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc. It has a
spicy bouquet, deep color and exhibits full-bodied flavors of cherry, blackberry and spice. Try it now with grilled fish, 
pasta, lamb and steaks.
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Australian/New Zealand Reds  

458 Pinot Noir Peregrine, Central Otago, New Zealand 2009 [W.A. 90] $ 79
Medium red. Sappy raspberry aroma shows an almost candied quality, with flinty minerality introducing a more               
serious aspect. Suave and energetic in the mouth, with the candied red fruit flavors following through. Finishes               
smooth and persistent, with firm minerality giving the wine good spine.

104 Pinot Noir Whitehaven, Marlborough, New Zealand 2007 $ 72
The palate is precise and balanced, with fine tannin structure and a supple, velvety texture. Layers of flavor are 
revealed and linger on the long finish.

350 Shiraz   Nine Stones, Barossa Valley 2011 $ 38
Dark berry color with purple hues. An intensely aromatic wine with a fragrance of blackberries, dark cherries and 
chocolate, with cedar and a hint of clove. Multi-layered very sweet fruit flavors with powerful yet supple tannins; 
excellent supple fleshy middle palate and a long satisfying finish.

 

312 The Ball Buster Tait, Barossa Valley 2012 [S.T. 90] $ 50
Brilliant ruby. Sexy red berry and lavender pastille aromas are complicated by vanilla and cola. Fleshy raspberry and 
boysenberry flavors show very good lift, building spiciness and suave florality. Gains sweetness and depth with air, 
finishing with sexy notes of floral pastilles and slow-building tannins. Quite elegant given its heft and depth. "
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South American Reds
111 Cabernet Sauvignon and Carmenère, Almavivva Concha y Toro, 

Puente Alto, Chile 2004 [W.S. 90] $ 234
Nice alluring aromas of cocoa powder, cedar and currant preserve. This is admirably ripe for the vintage. With well-
structured plum sauce, graphite, loam and spice flavors moving through the fine-grained finish. Cabernet Sauvignon 
and Carmenère.

158 Cabernet Sauvignon, Lapostolle Casa Grand Selection, Rapel Valley Chile 2012 $ 66      
A savory red, showing white pepper and green herbal accents to the dense core of dark fruit flavors. Mocha and                                 
chocolate accents emerge on the fleshy finish. 

256 Malbec, Decero, Agrelo, Argentina 2011  [W.S. 90] $ 34
This dark version offers pure black plum, dark cherry, spice and licorice notes on a full yet fresh frame, with a                
mineral element marking the savory finish.

416 Malbec, Diseno Old Vine, Mendoza Argentina 2012 $ 35
Diseno is the quintessential Malbec from Mendoza. This unique, old vine style delivers complex aromas of sweet, ripe 
blackberries, violets, and red cherries with notes of toasty vanilla oak for balance. Subtle tannins reminiscent of dark 
chocolate complete the finish.  Pair with cheeses, seafood, spicy red sauces, or beef.

155 Malbec, Gascon Reserva, Mendoza Argentina 2012 $ 52
A classic expression of the grape, our Don Miguel Gascón Malbec opens with intense aromas of blackberry, plum and a 
hint of mocha. On the palate, dark fruit flavors are finely intertwined with notes of spice, licorice and chocolate for a 
magnificent full-bodied Malbec. Round tannins and a plush mouthfeel lead the way to a long, velvety finish.

550 Malbec, Gouguenheim, Mendoza, Argentina 2013 $ 36
Dark red color with violet hints. Rich and strong aromas, including scents of ripe fruits, plums, black cherry, black 
currant, chocolates and violets. Well balanced acidity and a long finish. Good structure with soft tannins.

353 Malbec, La Posta Pizzella Family Vineyard, Mendoza Argentina 2012 [S.T. 90] $ 50
Dark berries, bitter chocolate and licorice on the rather oaky nose. Then dense and silky on the palate, with a restrained
sweetness to the flavors of candied blackberry and violet. More tightly wound and saline than the Paulucci, finishing with
lovely energy, building tannins and sneaky length.

166 Malbec, Luca, Mendoza, Argentina 2012 *[W.S. 93] $ 72
#19 Wine Spectator top 100 wines of 2014
Very suave and polished, with ripe, pure flavors of balckberry, hoisin sauce and black pepper.  Finely textured, this is 
packed with tar and roasted plum notes, showind plenty of licorice snap and dark chocolate accents on the powerful 
finish.

257 Malbec, Padrillos, Argentina 2013 $ 45
Ripe, concentrated dark fruit aromas with hints of chocolate, black cherry and red currant fruit flavors with notes of 
sweet spices, soft, supple tannins and balanced bright acidity.

106 Malbec, Siesta, Ernesto Catena Selection, Mendoza, Argentina 2011 $ 63
Malbec fruit for this powerful, robust wine is sourced from several prime vineyards (high altitude vineyards at                   
40 yrs of age). Maturation 100% French Oak (25% new) to add a savoury dimension. 
Exceptional. “A pure expression of malbec, without any interference from oak or excessive extraction, this saturates 
every corner of the palate with ripe fruit. Ready to pour with lamb chops.

718 Malbec, Tomero, Mendoza, Argentina 2012 $ 36
Intense violet red color. Aromas of fresh plums, dry figs, vanilla. On the palate, it has a dry entrance with good                                    
structure and long finish.
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South American Reds
655 Malbec/Cabernet Blend, Vistalba Corte B, Argentina 2010 $ 64

Dark ruby red color with a black core.  Dark red fruit aromas with hints of tobacco, chocolate, vanilla, cassis and             
clove.  The mouth-feel is smooth, fruity and has a very good acidity.  The long finish is balanced with sweet tannins.
Dark red fruit aromas with hints of tobacco,

888 Pinot Noir, Cono Sur Reserva Especial, Casablanca Valley, Chile 2013 $ 45
This is a very expressive, friendly and voluptuous Pinot Noir from Casablanca Valley, which has beed distinguished for 
its outstanding aromatic qualities.  Crisp, distinct notes fo plum, morello cherry and raspberry combine harmonically with
subtler flora.  This wine is ideal with cheeses, Carpaccio and pastas.

408 Viñedos Orgánicos Emiliana Coyam, Colchagua Valley, Chile 2005 [W.S. 90] $ 58
Concentrated, with a layer of creamy toast leading the way for blackberry and boysenberry fruit, dark cocoa, graphite 
and sweet tobacco. Has a lot of fruit in reserve, but also shows a nice note of terroir on the finish. Syrah, Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Carmenère, Merlot and Petit Verdot.
WS90

South African Reds
311 Graham Beck The Game Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon, Robertson 2012 $ 35

Deep ruby red in color with blackberry fruit, hints of dried herbs and cigar box notes on the nose. The palate is full 
bodied with juicy mulberry and cherry flavors, tobacco spice and cedar wood. Excellent with any cut of red meat, 
traditional roast beef, osso bucco and hearty risottos.

209 Southern Right Pinotage, Walker Bay 2012 $ 59
Southern Right is re-defining Pinotage with this intense classically styled, clay-grown wine, packed with complex berry 
fruit, beautiful tannins and subtle wood spice.  Full ripeness and the longer hang-time afforded by cooler sites, combined
with the complex, more classic fruit aromas and structure resulting from clay-rich soil, make this wine a highly individual 
expression of South Africa’s unique grape variety.

216 The Chocolate Block, Franschhoek 2012 $ 90 
This vintage shows massive oral perfume with underlying redcurrant, cedar, black pepper, coriander spice and                
hints of Turkish Delight. The macerated red fruit carries through onto a palate layered with marzipan, minerals and         
a superb velvety structure. Textured, composed and seamless in style. 
The 2012 Chocolate Block is a blend of Syrah (70%); Cabernet Sauvignon (13%); Grenache Noir (10%);                        
Cinsault (6%) and Viognier (1%).

Red Burgundy
566 Chassagne-Montrachet Premier Cru Morgeot 2009  $ 98

401 Domaine du Chateau de Puligny-Montrachet, Nuits-St Georges, $ 168     
Clos des Grandes Vignes, 1er Cru, Ch. de Puligny - 2008   
Only the old vines have been kept back for this bottling of Nuits-St Georges Clos des Grandes Vignes, with 50%            
whole bunch fermentation giving the wine a dark, brooding character and a powerful, richly fruited finish.

207 Domaine Roblet Monnot Bourgogne 'Vieilles Vignes' Pinot Noir 2010  $ 93
A serious red from old vines grown bio-dynamically in the Cote d’Or appellation of Volnay.

710 Volnay Domaine du Comte Armand 2005 [W.A 89-91] $ 120
Tart cherry and subtle florals in the nose lead to a bright, faintly tart red cherry palate with hints of vanilla and bitter 
chocolate. There is an abundance of fine tannin and impressive if presently somewhat austere length.
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Red Bordeaux
305 Chateau Aney Haut-Medoc 2011 $ 60

This is classic left-bank Bordeaux that shows off what Cabernet Sauvignon is supposed to drink like. This has two          
other French hallmarks: earthiness and structure. Like most Bordeaux there is also loads of concentrated fruit, but it’s 
the earthiness that makes the wine intriguing. It’s a blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Petit 
Verdot.

413 Chateau Cap L’Ousteau Haut-Medoc Grande Reserve 2011 $ 50
The color is intense, brilliant ruby hue with violet highlignts.  The nose is a fine, complex and persistent nose with 
sromas of fruyit jams.  The palate is full, balanced and long with cherry jam and liquorice notes.

705 Chateau Chauvin Grand Cru Classe, Saint Emilion 2005 [W.A. 90] $ 144
Full ruby. Blueberry and minerals on the nose. Sweet and rich, with slightly inky black fruit flavors and drying                   
tannins suggesting rather energetic extraction. But, like so many 2005s from St. Emilion, this shows more depth             
of flavor than recent vintages, and good inner-palate energy.

888 Chateau Lafite Rothschild Pauillac, 2003 [W.A.100] $ 1200
Subtle, complex aromas of berries, licorice and currants. Full-bodied, with well-integrated tannins and a long finish.        
Very well-integrated wine. Lovely stuff. Wonderful length and finesse. 

359 Chateau Laplagnotte-Bellevue, Saint Emilion Grand Cru 2012 $ 55
For starters, rich red fruit and woodland scents soar from the glass. Happily, these delectable aromas well back              
up again in the mouth from a dense core of ripe fruits that come elegantly wrapped in finely crafted tannins. 
Furthermore, cassis, dark chocolate, and subtle spice tones from a 15-month hiatus in mostly new Sequin-Moreau 
barrels make this young wine simply hard to resist.

658 Chateau Lynch-Bages Echo, Pauillac 2011 [W.S. 90] $ 132 

Features an iron spine that keeps the plum sauce, blackberry and currant fruit in check, with flickers of tobacco and 
charcoal on the finish.

706 Chateau Lyonnat Lussac Saint Emilion 2010 $ 59
This is a full-bodied St Emilion with fairly generous plum and cherry flavours and rounded firm tannins. The mid palate is
rich and plummy with a fair amount of intensity and moderate length.

763 Chateau Saint Andre Montagne Saint Emilion 2011 $ 58

206 Chateau Vignot Saint Emilion Grand Cru 2006 $ 89
Saturated ruby. Aromas of blackberry, cassis, licorice, graphite, bitter chocolate and smoky oak. Juicy, minerally and 
firmly built, with lively acids leavening its sweetness. But this has excellent flavor intensity, and the dusty tannins avoid 
dryness.

717 Reserve de la Comtesse, Pauillac 2004 [W.A. 88-90] $ 120
A blend of 58% Cabernet Sauvignon, 36% Merlot, and 6% Cabernet Franc. Good bright ruby-red. Pungent herbs, 
licorice, graphite and minerals on the nose. Then supple, rich and generous, without losing its Pauillac reserve.              
Juicy acids extend the fruit. Finishes with rather suave tannins that build with aeration.

507 Saint Emilion Chateau Simard 2004 $ 75
Brilliant ruby color with some brick notes.  The nose has hints of berries, violets and earth.  In the mouth, flavors of 
cassis, black cherry and plum expand within a good, round structure; medium length and plenty of aging potential.  This 
wine can is best when enjoyed with red meats.
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Regional French Reds

757 Mas Belles Eaux Les Coteaux, Languedoc 2008 [W.S. 91] $ 48
Peat, blond taobacco, rosemary, kirsch, plum paste and black respberry preserves on the nose.  A comparable 
complexity on a firm but juicy palate suffused with a mixture of salt, iodine, crushed stone, cherry pit, rosemary oil,          
and smoky black tea, all reflecting the sort of diversity and pronounced mineral nature of flavors from Caux soils.  

Rhone Reds
316 Chateau De Montfaucon Vin De Mr Le Baron 2009 [W.A. 91] $ 117

A field blend of 15 different grape varieties, all harvested at the same time and co-fermented (unusual by any                                      
standard) is the 2009 Vin de Mr. Baron. Deep ruby/purple, with notes of flowers, cranberry, boysenberry, black                                    
currant, red currant, licorice and some earth and spice, the wine is medium-bodied, classy and refined for what                                  
is basically a Cotes du Rhone. 

504 Châteauneuf Du Pape E. Guigal 2007 [W.A. 93] $ 97
One of the finest Chateauneufs made by Guigal, the 2007 Chateauneuf du Pape is a blend of 85% Grenache and the 
rest Syrah and Mourvedre. Full-bodied with lots of kirsch, blackberry, raspberry, camphor and licorice, this is a classic 
example of both Chateauneuf du Pape and Provencal viticulture. It is aged in both tank and foudre for 3-4 years prior to 
being released. 

503 Châteauneuf Du Pape Telegramme 2011 [S.T. 91] $ 105
Vivid ruby. Fresh red berries and garrigue on the fragrant, high-pitched nose. Juicy and precise, offering gently sweet 
raspberry and cherry flavors and slow-mounting spiciness. Finishes soft and supple, with no obvious tannins and good 
cling. 

355 Côtes Du Rhône E. Guigal 2010 [W.S. 89] $ 42
Offers a roasted feel, with dark bramble, plum and tobacco notes accented by hints of pastis and apple wood,                 
leading to a ganache- and charcoal-infused finish. Distinctive in feel, revealing a prominent yet integrated woodsy 
element.

313 Domaine Combier Crozes-Hermitage 2005 [W.S. 90] $ 117
Bright red berry/raspberry-scented fruit with plenty of crushed black pepper notes. Medium- Body with bright acidity. 
Good versatile, everyday Crozes.

203 Perrin & fils Vacqueyras 2011 $ 78
75% Grenache, 25% Syrah. Intense, rich, sweet dark fruit but with a light spice overlay that reduces the sweetness 
nicely. Savory, dark and brooding. Firm but rounded tannins. 
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Spanish Reds
454 Black Slate Porrera Vi de la Vila Priorat 2011 [W.A. 91] $ 45

In spite of the fact that the 2011 Black Slate is produced from 60% Grenache (60-year-old vines) and 40% Carignan 
(80-year-old vines) aged 12 months in tank, foudre and used barrels, it tastes like a sexy, open-knit, lush, silky                
Pomerol. Loads of black currant and black cherry fruit, licorice, spice box and Christmas fruitcake emerge from this 
beautifully rich wine. Medium to full-bodied, heady and succulent.

753 Bodegas Vizcarra Torralvo Rivera del Duero, Spain 2010 [S.T. 93] $ 165
100% Tempranillo.
Opaque ruby.  Flamoyantly perfumed aromas of candied dark berries, incense and lavender, with hints of woodsmoke 
and Indian spices emerging with air.  Smoky, with a hint of dusty tannins.

357 Borsao Tres Picos Garnacha 2011 [S.T. 91] $ 48
International Wine CellarInky purple. Ripe black raspberry and cherry liqueur scents are brightened by zesty pepper and
allspice nuances. Plush and sweet, with powerful cherry and red berry compote flavors given lift by juicy acidity. Gains 
flesh and depth on the impressively long, spicy finish, which is given shape by fine-grained tannins.

605 Brunus, Montsant 2008 [W.A. 89] $120      
45% Carignan, 35% Grenache, 10% SyrahIntense and vivid and opaque violet with bluish edges.  The aroma is                                 
an explosion of freshness with red and black fruit, enveloped in suggestive, smoky tones that lend a sweetness to                              
the sensation of freshness.  A very fresh attack, with an expanding progression, the first thing that surprises is the                              
return of the presence of fruit sensed in the nose combined with light lactic tones and the sweetness of toasted                                  
wood and smoke.

888 El Nido Monastrell/Cabernet Sauvignon 2008 $ 270
This joint venture involving the Gil family (owners of Bodegas Juan Gil), U.S. Importers Jorge Ordoñez and                     
Dan Phillips, and Australian winemaker Chris Ringland exploded onto the scene with a couple of superconcentrated, 
liqueur-like, international-style wines from the 2002 harvest—both blends of Monastrell and Cabernet Sauvignon.   
These are wines that showcase the potential of the Jumilla region. The bottling labeled El Nido is the top selection          
from the estate.

602 Emina Atio Ribera Del Duero 2005 $ 117
Deep cherry colour with purple glints, clean and bright.  On the nose it is very complex. Excellent harmony in its              
aromas: ripe fruit; some hints of milky aromas; toasts, coffee, vanilla, leather and cocoa aromas.  On the palate, 
powerful, extraordinary backbone and elegant. Sweet polished tannins perfectly balanced with the spicy and fruity 
flavours. Smooth and lingering finish.

105 Enate Syrah-Shriaz 2007 $ 111
Dark cherry in color, this wine displays aromas of red fruits and blue flowers on a vanilla background, with a meaty 
palate and velvety tannins.

452 Enate Varietales Dos Mil Cuatro 2004 $ 132
Merlot, Tempranillo, Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah. Very expressive nose with red fruit notes (blackberry,                      
redcurrants and spicy and balsamic bouquet (paprika, oregano). Full bodied with rich and soft tannins and a full              
toasty aftertaste.

350 Flaco Tempranillo 2013 $ 39
Fresh red berry and spicecake aromas are complemented by deeper hints of cola and licorice. Silky and focused, 
showing good lift and cut to its tangy raspberry and bitter cherry flavors. A floral quality emerges with air and carries 
through a gently tannic, tightly focused finish. Excellent bang for the buck here.

252 Gotes del Priorat 2009 $ 99
This new wine produced by Portal del Priorat is a pleasure of a wine. It has a nice, powerful and voluminious                  
attack with a good presence of fruit, slightly licoriced, along with notes of chocolate and balsamic touched.                      
It has a creamy and velvety mid palate and a good acidity. Its tannins are lightly present. Its very good finish leaves 
fruity and mineral aromas. A new way to explore tha Priorat, enjoying and sharing a good time.
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Spanish Reds
651 Mars and Venus, Cabernet Sauvignon, Central Valley, Spain 2014 $ 31

This is a fresh, palate-friendly wine with notable tannins (read: pucker-power), boasting colors of garnet and scents        
of ripe cherry. This is a full-bodied Cab offering flavors of cherry, chewy blackberry, hints of vanilla and consistent           
oak. Easy pairing for red meats off the grill or mixed with a hearty tomato sauce.

409 Ramon Bilbao Gran Reserva Rioja, Haro, Spain 2005 [W.S. 92] $ 75
This sleek red features cherry, tobacco and cedar flavors, with notes of spice and vanilla, backed by well-integrated 
tannins that support the polished texture. A fine example of the traditional style. 

704 Rioja Muga Reserva 2010 $ 54       
A wine with a mainly "Mediterranean" profile, but with "Atlantic" hints which endow it with a unique, complex character. 
The 2010 Bodegas Muga Reserva displays shades of dark, yet bright ruby color with the purplish and glints as the eye 
moves towards the rim of the glass. On the nose, the wine exudes aromas of clearly-defined, very dominant red and 
black fruit. The most outstanding aspect of this vintage is the initial attack: juicy, meaty, dominant, mineral, structured 
elegant with light tannic appendices. 
Blend: 70% Tempranillo, 20% Garnacha, 7% Mazuelo and 3% Graciano.
 

202 Val De Los Frailes Prestigo, 2004 $ 54
Visually this wine is dense, clean and bright with ruby-red color.  On the nose you will find medium aromatic                   
intensity with a perfect fusion of aromas of black fruit and minerals with very complex wood tones recalling new              
cedar wood, a wide range of spices like pepper, toasted and smoked tones and hints of dried fruits.  On the mouth         
it is rich in tannins, with a broad, complex retronasal phase featuring aromas of vanilla, toast and dried fruits                  
recalling pine nuts.

751 Zerran Montsant 2011 [S.T. 90] $ 45
This lively red shows bright red fruit, spice and vanilla flavors in a supple texture, with tender tannins and fresh acidity. 
Not muscular, but expressive. Garnacha, Mazeulo and Syrah.

Piedmont Reds
657 Barbera D’Alba, Vietti Tre Vigne 2013 $ 58

Ruby purple color with ripe red cherry aromas and vanilla. With hints of violets the Barbera d’Alba Tre Vigne is slightly 
rounder in structure than the Barbera d’Asti. On the palate it shows bright acidity, soft tannins with good integration of 
oak, good complexity and a lingering cherry finish.

614 Barbaresco Valeirano, La Spinetta 2001 [W.A. 93] $ 225 
The 2001 Barbaresco Valeirano offers much raspberry and black cherry fruit in its aromatic range, together with                                 
notes of smoke and minerals. More concentrated than the Barbaresco Gallina on the palate, it is also suppler and                              
more velvety, quite warm and broad on the finish.

465 Dolcetto d’Alba, G.D. Vajra 2010 [W.A. 89] $ 60
The Vajra Dolcetto d’Alba is everything Dolcetto should be; fresh, varietally correct and clean. Here all of those               
qualities are given an extra measure of elegance and sheer class. Fresh mint, blueberries and licorice linger on the 
subtle finish.

767 Langhe Arborina Elio Altare 2000 [W.S. 91] $ 185     
A wonderfully balanced red, with loads of red berry, spice and cherry character. Full-bodied, with perfectly refined                               
tannins and a long, luscious finish. Pure Nebbiolo.

653 Barolo Arborina Elio Altare 2000 [W.S. 93] $153        
This is very pretty, with blackberry, mineral and cherry character. Full-bodied, with a lovely core of silky tannins and a                         
long finish. Slightly reserved, but will turn out wonderfully.
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Other Italian Reds
161 Amarone Della Valpolicella San Giuseppe Classico 2008 $ 140

Amarone is considered one of the most important and prestigious red wines of Northern Italy. The art of first                    
drying the grapes in a process known as appassimento, combined with careful bottling under the watchful eye of            
San Giuseppe Estate winemakers, makes Amarone Classico della Valpolicella a wine of extraordinary class and 
structure.  This dry, full-bodied red pairs well with game, grilled and braised meats and bold cheeses.

201 Amarone Della Valpolicella Sant’Angelus 2009 $ 75
Dried plum and cherry fruit with notes of exotic spices, tobacco, coco and some of that clay like minerality from this area
that kind of reminds me of playdough. A nice entry level Amarone with notes of dried meats, dried black fruits and a 
nicely balanced finish. 

314 Nero D’Avola Lamuri 2011 $ 58
The 2011 Lamuri Nero d'Avola begins with intense ruby-red color in the glass, Lamuri offers lush aromas of black 
cherry, black fruits,vanilla, tobacco, and wild herbs. On the palate, velvety tannins and refreshing acidity make for an 
elegant, expressive, crowd-pleasing wine. 

412 Pala Cannonau i Fiori 2012 $ 60
Intense ruby-red color with subtle spice and mature red fruit aromas. Medium-bodied with good structure and a lingering
fnish. Serve with both white and red meats, spicy foods and favorful cheeses.

358 Ripassa Zenato Valpolicella Superiore 2010 $ 90
Deep ruby-red in color, this wine shows intense aromas of blackberries and black currents underscored by aromas of 
spice pepper, and a hunt of leather. On the palate, it is smooth and viscous with well-balanced acidity and alcohol.

165 Tenuta Polvaro Nero Blend, Rosso I.G.T. Veneto 2010 $ 51
41% Cabernet Sauvignon, 38% Merlot, 13% Syrah, 8% Refosco
Four outstanding grape variteies provide the framework for this singularly distinctive red blend.  Cabernet Saugignon, 
Merlot, Syrah, and Regosco are combined to create aromas of spicy plum, black cherry, and blackberry while yielding    
a smooth, plush texture.  It is fresh on the palate with vibrant acidity and a full-bodied structure.

Super Tuscan Reds
259 Avignonesi Desiderio Merlot 2008 [W.S. 91] $ 128

Saturated ruby. Very dark aromas of black fruits, violet, licorice and cocoa, plus a sexy note of smoky oak. Large-           
scaled, thick and sweet, but with harmonious acids providing great lift and a sense of freshness to its black fruit and 
floral flavors. Finishes with mouthcoating tannins and palate-staining black fruits. A great wine that manages to               
maintain impressive verve."

113 Summus Castello Banfi 2006 $ 157
Intense and deep ruby red color. On the nose, fruity notes of cherry and ripe plum blend with balsamic hints and             
more complex notes of tobacco and coffee. On the palate it is complex and persistent, with a very long and pleasant 
finish. A wine of great structure, defined by its sweet tannins and great potential. 

214 Tenuta di Arceno Arcanum 2007 $ 189
On the nose this wine shows black plum, blackberry and cassis notes, with integrated toast, clove, potpourri and            
cola.  The fruit flavors come through on the palate, carrying forward the spice and rustic aromas.  It shows wonderful 
ripe black cherry, raspberry and violet notes, along with spicy yet floral notes of lavender, anise and dark chocolate.
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Tuscany Reds
303 Arcanum 'Valadorna' 2007 $ 153

The 2007 Valadorna has a beautiful espresso note and cherry cola nose, accented by tobacco leaf, rose petal and 
mocha. Asian spices and black tea flavors combine upon a driven core of minerality and freshness.

211 Bolgheri Rosso Montepergoli Enrico Santini 2001 [W.A. 93] $ 142 
The 2001 Bolgheri Rosso Montepergoli is one of the best wines of the entire appellation. very deep and brilliant in          
color, its amply-spiced nose and powerfully expansive aromas of smoky crème de cassis and plums is followed by         
rich, layered flavors of perfectly ripe berry fruit, tar, river gravel, and cedar, and is lush, dense, and very long.  

253 Brunello di  Montalcino, Castello Banfi 2004             [W.S. 93] $
171

Very deep color with garnet hints. Complex and sweet on the nose with delicate notes of jam, well integrated with plum 
and ripened cherry, as well as more spicy and typical notes of liquorice, tobacco and leather. Powerful structure, 
characterized by soft and sweet tannins; very persistent and long aging potential.                        

760 Brunello di Montalcino, Casanova di Neri Tenuta Nuova 2007 [W.A. 95] $ 202
This is not the perfect 100-point 2006, but damn close. Loads of black cherries and spices on the nose. Full-bodied,       
with a beautiful core of fruit. Long and gorgeous finish. This is so long and beautiful to taste. Lasts for minutes.

258 Brunello Di Montalcino Le Macioche 2006 $ 141
Intriguing both for the eyes, bright ruby, and the nose, soaked in liquer cherries, coconut, coffee, mint and fern.               
The tannins are mighty and arrogant, but brighten with rays of licorice and again this ripe red pulp comes and goes,       
until it runs into an earthy memory.

112 Brunello Di Montalcino San Giuseppe 2004 $ 133
100% Brunello grapes grown in the D.O.C. region around the village of Montalcino. This is a classic example of              
what a real Brunello is, big, rich, soft, complex and a testament to the height that Sangiovese grape can reach. 
Blindfolded you would guess Bordeaux.

153 Chianti Colli Senesi Castello Di Farnetella 2010 $ 36
The 2010Chianti Colli Senesi is a gorgeous wine laced with expressive, varietal fruit. Made in a fresh, mid-weight                               
style, it is best suited to near-term drinking. Flowers, licorice and tobacco linger on the finish.

255 Chianti Classico Isole e Olena 2012 $ 52
Rich and explosive in the glass, the 2012 Chianti Classico is a beauty. Dark red stone fruits flesh out in a round, sensual
wine built on pure texture. This fleshy, supple Chianti Classico offers tons of near and medium-term appeal. All the 
elements are in the right place.

364 Chianti Tiamo 2012               $ 40       
Organically grown grapes. Tiamo means “I love you”. Tiamo Chianti is ruby red in color with an intense, elegant and                           
fruity, spicy aroma. On the palate, it is full, warm with perfectly balanced tannins.

617 Greppicaia Bolgheri Superiore 2005 [W.S 93] $ 140
Dark ruby in color, with beautiful aromas of currant, mint and crushed berries. Complex and subtle. Full-bodied, with 
ultrapolished tannins and gorgeous fruit. This goes on and on. Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc. 
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Dessert Wines
555 Adelsheim DeGlace Pinot Noir, Willamette Valley Oregon 375 ml $ 75

555 Florus Moscadello di Montalcino Castello Banfi 2006 500ml [W.S. 88] $ 56
Aromas and flavors of cider apple, with hints of vanilla biscuit and spice. Full-bodied. Medium sweet, clean and spicy,                        
with a fresh, citrusy, minerally finish.

816 Muscat Museum Antique Tawny,Yalumba, Australia NV 375ml [W.A. 96] $ 36
The non-vintage Museum Reserve Muscat is exotic, full-bodied, rich, and sweet. It spent 7 years in wood, and was 
bottled from a solera system. This amber-hued, rich, unctuously-textured effort boasts luscious aromas and flavors         
of marmalade, figs, chocolate, melted caramel, toffee, and prunes. Once again, Australia proves this country is hard       
to beat when it comes to their fortified after-dinner wines.

555 Royal Tokaji 5 Puttonyos, Hungary 2006 500ml [W.S. 94] $ 95
The '06 Royal Tokaji Tokay Aszu 5 Puttonyos is superclean and defined, delivering beeswax, apricot, clementine            
and saline mineral notes that converge on the racy finish

555 Santa Julia Late Harvest Torrontes, Mendoza, Argentina 2013 500ml $ 30 
Yellow color of medium intensity. Intense aromas of over-matured fruits, honey and dried fruits like pears, apricots and 
peaches, orange skin and roses. Sweet, unctuous in the mouth, silky, with balanced acidity. Complex and long finish.

555 Sauternes, Chateau Lamothe-Guignard, France, 2003 375ml [W.S 92] $ 50
Intense aromas of dried lemons, honey and apricots follow through to a full-bodied, dense palate of very sweet fruit        
that shows masses of dried fruit character. Lasts a very long time on the palate. Even better than from barrel. Yummy.

555 Sauternes, Chateau De Myrat, France, 2007 [W.S 96] $ 53
Showing intense aromas of dried apricot, with toffee notes and an almost smoky character. Full-bodied and very             
sweet, with a full-blown dried fruit and raisin flavor. Long and superbly rich.
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	Aperitif
	Rosé Wines by the Glass
	Olivares Jumilla, Spain 2012 $ 9.00

	White Wines by the Glass
	C14 Ayala Brut Majeur, Aya France, N.V. [W.S. 91] $ 45
	Dry and creamy in texture, this well-cut Champagne offers flavors of ripe yellow apple, white raspberry, anise, pastry and lemon curd. Completed by a stony, mineral-tinged finish.
	C17 Chardonnay, Russian River Ranches Sonoma-Cutrer, Sonoma 2013 $ 27

	Fruit aromas of Golden Delicious apple, Bosc pear and white peach are accented with toasted nuts, oak spice, a hint of vanilla and a touch of butter. This wine has the signature Sonoma-Cutrer balance between elegance and richness for a medium-bodied, mouth-filling wine. The creamy richness is balanced with a bright acidity and highlighted with flavors of apple, pear and lemon zest.
	C12 Conundrum, California 2013 $ 36

	Aromas of tangerine, green apple and honeysuckle with exotic flavors of peach, apricot and tropical fruit. Wonderful as an aperitif, or pair it with an array of flavorful dishes such as fresh seafood, salads, spicy cuisine, fish tacos and burgers. Best served chilled with family and friends.
	C20 Pinot Grigio, Alois Lageder, Magre Italy 2013 $ 25

	Alois Lageder Pinot Grigio is a brilliant straw yellow with green shimmer. There are quite pronounced and expressive aromas of flowers with somewhat spicy notes. There is rich flavor in the mouth, with slight smokiness at the back and a good, fresh finish.
	Pairs well with fish or meat starters, pates and terrines, fish and shellfish, poultry, white meat and mushrooms.
	C23 Sauvignon Blanc, Silverado Miller’s Ranch, Napa 2013 $ 34

	These Sauvignon Blanc vines are rooted in a special site between Hopper Creek and the Napa River. Blessed with deep soil, Miller Ranch is also in a climate sweet spot: cool enough in the morning to give the wine refreshing aromas of grapefruit, lime and tangerine; warm enough in the afternoon to give the wine a smooth silky texture and a juicy finish.
	Red Wines by the Glass
	Red Half Bottles
	406 Burgundy, Domaine Pavelot, Savigny Les Beaune France 2011 $ 36

	Red, deep cherry color, purple garnet, a bouquet focused on the small black and red fruits (blackcurrant, cherry, raspberry). Roundness and volume, balance and power in just proportions often evoke the cherries with a beautiful elegance.
	402 Cabernet Sauvignon, Hess Allomi Vineyards, Napa 2012 $ 38

	The Allomi Vineyard is relatively young, and it has one thing that Cabernet Sauvignon surely loves: some heat, and a long, lingering growing season that allows fruit to ripen slowly on the vine, gaining complexity and layers of flavor. There’s a hint of floral aromas on the nose, with vanilla, oak spice and even a touch of pepper. Full bodied red fruit flavors typical for Cabernet are joined by notes of currant and blackberry with moderate, well-integrated tannins with wonderful balance and a soft, round, almost lush mouthfeel. Distinctive accents from American oak complete the profile, surely one of Napa’s great treasures from Pope Valley.
	501 Cabernet Sauvignon, Keenan, Napa 2011 $ 62
	This 100% Cabernet Sauvignon blend displays amazing concentration and structure with complex aromas and a balanced mid-palate.
	151 Chateauneuf Du Pape, Telegramme, Rhone France 2010 [W.S. 90] $ 60

	A fresh, pure, silky style, with red currant, licorice and shiso leaf notes gliding over the long, supple, minerally finish. Textbook for the vintage, with the fruit and minerality stretching out at the end.
	
	217 Claret, Ramey, Napa 2012 [W.A. 92] $ 65
	453 Zinfandel, Seghesio Sonoma County Sonoma 2012 [W.S. 90] $ 35

	Jammed with zesty fruit, offering bold blackberry and licorice aromas and rich, well-structured black cherry, smoky pepper and grilled anise flavors.
	351 Pinot Noir, Saintsbury, Carneros 2011 [S.T. 89] $ 42

	Bright, medium cherry-red. Pungent aromas of cherry, raspberry, spices, cola and orange zest, complicated by a smoky nuance. Bright, lively red fruit flavors are silky and easygoing. Very good palate presence and texture here, and more tangy and gripping on the finish than the 2010 model.
	Champagne and Sparkling Wines
	C04 Adriano Adami Prosecco, Colbertaldo, Italy N.V. $ 42

	The fruity fragrance is delicately aromatic, the taste is harmonious, almost velvety, but with a dry ending that makes it versatile, able to offer the most pleasant of sensations before, during, and after the meal.

	K04 Ayala Brut Majeur, Aya France, N.V. [W.S. 91] $ 83
	Dry and creamy in texture, this well-cut Champagne offers flavors of ripe yellow apple, white raspberry, anise, pastry and lemon curd. Completed by a stony, mineral-tinged finish.
	K03 Borgoluce Valdobbiadene Brut Prosecco Superiore, Italy N.V. $ 60

	This modest sparkling wine is balanced and offers hints of pineapple, apple and citrus zest. With a fresh finish.
	C06 François Montand Blanc de Blanc, Gascogne, France N.V. $ 42

	A traditional method sparkling wine that is toasty, yeasty, full and fruity, this bubbly is a delicious value.
	L10 François Montand Blanc de Blanc, Gascogne, France N.V. Magnum $ 75
	K09 Gosset Grand Millesime 1999, Ay, France $ 195
	L05 Jacquesson Avize Grand Cru Extra Brut Champagne, France 1995 $ 165

	This is a fabulous Champagne from the Grand Cru village of Avize, bottled in 1996 the quality of the fruit ensures that while there is some richness the floral aromas and delicate complexity of the citrus and mineral flavors are still to the fore.
	L03 Krug Brut Champagne Grand Cuvée, Reims, France N.V. [W.S 96] $ 483

	One whiff and you know this is serious stuff. The aromas of baking brioche, coconut, candied citrus and leather pick up roasted coffee and grilled nuts on the palate, permeating the senses. Profound depth and complexity, offering a unique Champagne experience
	L02 Moët & Chandon Brut Champagne Dom Pérignon, Epernay,
	France 2004 [W.S. 95] $ 350

	There's a sense of tension paired with grace in this deftly balanced version, with a rich and smoky vein of minerality underscoring the flavors of poached apple, honey, financier and sun-dried black cherry, showing hints of roasted almond, coffee liqueur and ground spice.
	K08 Moët & Chandon Champagne Imperial, Epernay, France N.V. $ 145

	Beautiful golden-yellow color with amber reflections, and a bouquet of fresh cut flowers and hazelnut, smooth and peachy on the end palate.
	K06 Moët & Chandon Champagne Nectar Imperial, France N.V. $ 124

	A divine, aromatic concentration of dried fruits and a silky, almost creamy texture on the palate lead into a flowery, honeyed, subtle finish.
	K07 Mumm Brut Champagne Cordon Rouge, Reims, France N.V. $ 106

	Very aromatic, with floral and citrus flavors, a creamy texture and vibrant structure. Fine balance and personality here, with a lingering lemon note on the finish.
	Champagne and Sparkling Wines
	K01 Pierre Peters Brut Blanc de Blancs Champagne Cuvee de Reserve
	France N.V. [W.S. 90] $ 126

	Generous, expansive and complex. Puts it all together with ripe fruit flavors, toasty, buttery nuances and a velvety texture.
	K11 Sea Smoke Sea Spray, Santa Rita Hills California 2011 $ 198

	This is a limited-production sparkling wine from Pinot Noir is grown on the Sea SmokeVineyard.
	The nuanced nose expresses cranberries, lavender, fresh bread and lemon curd. The wine enters the palate with energetic freshness and finishes with delightful length.
	L06 Veuve Clicquot Brut Champagne Yellow Label, Reims, France N.V. $ 150

	Fruit, finesse, style - a rich and dry classic with a yeasty bouquet that truly deserves its status as a Grande Marque. Clicquot's signature brut non-vintage is loved the world over for its crisp, full flavors and consistent quality.
	Champagne and Sparkling Rosé Wines
	L09 Billecart-Salmon Brut Rosé, France N.V. [W.S. 92] $ 200

	Light orange. Tangerine, pear and flowers on the nose, which is complicated by a note of fennel. Broad and sappy but dry, with lively orange and strawberry flavors and a subtle note of spice cake. Weightier on the finish, which features an exotic note of spicy herbs,. This Champagne’s delicate touch will make it work well with simple seafood dishes.
	L04 Fantinel Spumante Brut Rose, Friuli Giulia, Italy NV $ 52

	This is a classic Rose. The perlage is fine and persistent, and there are notes of red fruits and bread crust. This cuvee of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay has an elegant taste. An assemblage of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay grapes grown in selected Fantinel Spumante Brut Rose NV estate-owned vineyards.
	
	C07 Francois Montand Blanc de Blanc Rosé, Gascogne, France N.V. $ 42
	K05 Grandin Brut Rosé, Loire, France N.V. $ 52

	A vin mousseux de qualite, this bottle fermented rose is made from Loire Valley varietals, notably Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon. It is fruity and complex; a great value! Our rose obtains its brilliant pink color by doing a longer pressing of the grapes in a pneumatic press. The juice then undergoes alcoholic fermentation in stainless steel tanks before being put in bottles to form its bubbles through the methode traditionnelle. It is aged for a minimum of 9 months to ensure that the lees impart the maximum aromas and finesse to our wine.
	L01 Laurent-Perrier Brut Rosé Champagne, Tours-sur-Marne, France N.V. $ 231

	100% pinot noir makes this champagne a very special cuvée, rich and full of finesse— a wonderful wine and a fantastic champagne!
	L08 Mumm Napa Brut Rosé, Napa Valley California N.V. $ 68

	This is a gorgeous soft pink with glinting coral highlights, this wine shows of a gentle cascade of never-ending bubbles of mixed sizes. The nose is initially slightly floral, deep inhalations of this reveal soft cherry, young strawberry, soft pear and softer peach, accompanied by citrus zest and slate minerals.
	K02 Nicolas Feuillatte Brut Rosé France, NV [W.S. 88] $ 140

	The aroma hints at cut apple, while the flavors lean toward cherry and bread dough, with a hint of autumn leaves. Fresh and focused. A solid rosé.
	Rosé Wines
	G06 Domaine du Dragon Cuvee Prestige, Cotes de Provence 2013 $ 45

	This is a blend of Grenache, Cabernet Sauvignon, Rolle and Mourvedre rose from a 24 hectare estate, this wine has a deep rose color for this region and this wine has a very intense bouquet of red cherry fruit, strawberry and a good bit of that minerality sea shell, chalky nuance on the nose along with pretty floral notes. This wine has a very intense briny mineral component to the palate, red plum and cherry fruit, wiht some tannins at the end and a long finish, bone dry with a long layered finish.
	F03 MacPhail Pinot Noir Rose, Sonoma California 2013 $ 47

	Blood orange color in the glass. Aromas of strawberries, leather and dried herbs (marjoram, sage and fennel seed). Flavors of strawberries, pomegranate, peach and melon with an herbal undertone. Decent acidity and vibrancy. Has respectable body and drinks more like a still Pinot.
	C03 Olivares Jumilla, Spain 2012 $ 33

	Bright and fresh, Monastrell here is blended with Syrah and Grenache. The result is a vibrant rosado, with fresh strawberry and cherry flavors mingling with a pleasantly subtle, earthy undertone.
	German and Austrian Whites
	F07 Riesling, Clean Slate, Mosel 2013 $ 42

	The fresh, balanced taste of clean slate is achieved by carefully selecting grapes from vineyards throughout the Mosel. The steep blue slate slopes of the Lower Mosel give the wine its minerality while the Middle Mosel provides a hint of spice to complement the characteristic fresh peach flavors of the Upper Mosel.
	C04 Riesling, Dr. “L” Loosen, Mosel 2013 $ 38

	This extremely popular introductory wine embodies the elegant and racy style of classic Mosel Riesling. It is refreshing and fruity, with a fine mineral edge that is typical of the region. The grapes used to make Dr. L come exclusively from traditional vineyards with steep slopes and slate soil. By working closely with a select group of growers on long-term contracts, brothers Ernst and Thomas Loosen are able to ensure excellent quality in every vintage.
	E07 Dry Riesling, Dr. Loosen Red Slate 2012 $ 35

	This estate-grown dry Riesling gets its intense minerality from the steep, red slate vineyards of Germany's Mosel                                          valley. The wine is floral, spicy and harmonious, with a full, expansive texture. Very expressive.
	F04 Riesling, Dr. Thanisch Bernkastler Badstube Kabinett, Mosel 2013 $ 46

	Bright golden in color with a flinty minerality and an animating very well integrated tartness. The opulent ripe yellow fruit with pineapple and mango as well as a hint of elderberries and a pinch of salt in the after taste make this wine memorable. Very well balanced with lots of facettes.
	Matches delicate dishes perfectly. Great with salads, poultry but also with Curries or a Risotto.
	D02 Riesling, Joh. Jos. Prüm Bernkasteler Badstube Spatlese
	Mosel-Saar-Ruwer 2009 [W.S.97] $ 86

	Racy and powerful, with loads of bright acidity behind the intense concentrated green apple, peach and ripe melon flavors. There’s a concentrated minerality to this as well, with some fascinating hints of lardons and spice on the finish.
	G01 Gruner Veltliner ,Biohof Pratsch, Weinviertel, Niederosterreich, Austria 2013 $ 38

	Fresh, bright and lively with subtle flavors of cantaloupe, lemon and pear with a strong acid profile.
	South African Whites
	D08 Chardonnay, Hamilton Russell Vineyards 2013 [W.S. 93] $ 68

	Gorgeous with Jonagold apple and white peach fruit at the core, flanked by mirabelle plum, honeysuckle and heather notes. The long finish ripples with minerality as the fruit drapes beautifully.
	D04 Chenin Blanc, Man Vintners 2014 [R.P. 90] $ 36
	This Chenin Blanc has a focused, clinical bouquet with pineapple and lemon zest, hints of passion fruit developing just behind. The palate is very well balanced with a fine line of acidity: plenty of tropical fruit on display here but neatly delineated on the tense and citric finish that linger in the mouth. Quite simply, this represents unbeatable value.
	C02 Sauvignon Blanc, Beyond 2014 $ 38

	This Sauvignon Blanc is crafted byBayten (short for Buitenverwachting, which is Dutch for "beyond expectation")– a Sauvignon specialist recognized fortheir refined, mineral-tinged whites.Beyond offers a tremendous value,consistently earning Best Buy/Best Value accolades. Packed with notes of passion fruit, melon, kiwi and limebacked by a pronounced herbal andmineral edge, it displays an elegancetypical of cool climate Sauvignon Blanc.
	Alsace Whites
	H04 Gewerztraminer Helfrich 2013 $ 36

	Tangy with accents of zesty ground spice blended with flavors of ripe apricot, orchard blossom, melon and lychee fruit, with fresh, delicate acidity, stone and smoky mineral hints.
	Gewurztraminer’s massive fruit, balanced acidity and slightly off-dry character make it an exquisite match for nearly anything on the table. Always a crowd pleaser.
	Helfrich's 2013 Gewurztraminer perfectly accents a broad range of hearty flavors.
	B15 Pinot D’Alsace, Blanck 2013 $ 34

	This begins with a very nice aroma of apple, lemon and a hint of ginger. Tasting the wine reveals a nice lively mouthfeel and flavors of apple and lemon just like the nose as well as some other citrus notes and a bit of tropical fruit. This is a really delicious wine that is both easy to drink and complex. A nice touch of minerality comes out on the long finish underneath the zesty fruit.
	Loire Whites
	B08 Chateau De La Dimerie 2012 Muscadet Sevre et Maine, France $ 38

	Bright and lively with not so much acidity that it makes you want to tear your teeth out. Green apple, lime and lemon rind, white melon, and white chalk minerality. White pepper toward the back, with a surprisingly long saliva-inducing finish.
	E01 Marquis De Goulaine, Vouvray 2012 $ 35

	
	B20 Jocelyn Massicot Pouilly-Fume 2013 $ 45

	Illustrates its flint origins in a nose of white currant, grapefruit, nettle, sage and dill. Satisfyingly juicy on the palate, with hints of salt, herbs and pungent smokiness garnishing its melon, grapefruit and currants, in its finish it is persistently pungent and minerally driven.
	F02 Hubert Brochard Sancerre 2013 $ 49

	This is a light straw-green color. Fresh and crisp on the palate with pear, peach and apple frolicking about. Nice refreshing finish. This Sauvignon wine will pleasantly surprise you and must have at your dinner table tonight. Enjoy it with fish, poultry and cheese.
	White Bordeaux
	G08 Chateau de Parenchere Bordeaux Blanc Sec 2012 $ 36

	An intense aromatic expression is required via aromas of white flowers and citrus. Then the cool takes its place in the mouth, balanced by the roundness and the fruit.
	A20 Chateau Ducasse Bordeaux Blanc 2012 $ 44

	On the ripe side of herbaceous, this is a full and rounded wine. It has citrus flavors along with richer tropical fruits, a mineral edge and delicious, juicy acidity.
	J02 Chateau Saint-Jean-Des-Graves Bordeaux Blanc 2011 $ 36

	2011 was a great year for white Bordeaux wines. This wine is full on the palate, but has find acidity on the mid palate. A spectacular value for Sauvignon Blanc. This wine is 90% Sauvignon Blanc and 10% Semillon, It has a citric (grapefruit) undertone on the palate.
	White Burgundy
	B02 Bouchard Aine & Fils Macon-Villages Chardonnay 2011 $ 42

	Brilliant pale green-gold in color. Lemon, mint and honeysuckle on the nose. The palate is very well balanced, with a dominant floral taste. Dry, lively wine, fresh, fruity and floral. Tender and spontaneous.
	E03 Domaine des Heritiers du Comte Lafon Macon Milly-Lamartine, $ 60 Burgundy, France 2011

	The aromatic nose is a blend of apple, oranges, roasted nut and crisp minerality. A wonderful finish of citrus peel offers bright acidity with lovely focus and length.
	G04 Domaine Talmard Macon-Chardonnay 2011 $ 38
	B01 Pouilly Fuisse La Roche Michel Dutour 2013 $ 45

	With a richness and complexity few wines can match, this Chardonnay from Burgundy adds classic hints of flinty and chalky soil with nuances tones of nuts, cinnamon, honey and butter to the rich, sometimes unctuous but rarely heavy, ripe orchard fruits that the grapes are capable of providing.
	Regional French Whites
	I05 Chateau Pesquie Pesquie Terrasses Blanc, Rhone 2013 $ 37

	Silver in color with a golden touch. Citrus and white floral nose, fresh on the pallet with flavors of pear, peach and citrus
	.
	I02 Little James’ Basket Press 2012 $ 38

	The spirit of this wine is to be very simple and uncomplicated and inexpensive, but to give a great deal of pleasure. The wine is very spicy, with loads of sweet fruit and liquorice, and is perfect with simple meals.
	J01 Montgravet Cotes De Gascogne 2012 $ 36

	100% Colombard harvested at night. Montgravet has a pale, bright yellow color, with a very intense and refreshing nose. It displays flavors of citrus fruit and blackcurrant leaf. This wine will express itself best as an aperitif or with any seafood.
	H07 Moulin De Gassac, Guilhem, Languedoc-Roussillon 2013 $ 38

	The Guilhem Blanc has a beautiful, clear crystalline appearance in the glass with fresh, powerful and seductive nose of stone fruit, citrus, and floral aromas. Lively acidity and good minerality follow through on the finish to keep you coming back for more.
	Italian Whites
	Medium-bodied, but remaining crisp. Fresh cut grass, herbs, floral notes and apricot leads the way, but really only open up after a little vigorous swirling. The wine is fresh and alive on the palate, with pear, citrus, and wet stone flavors leading into a dry finish.
	B09 Pinot Bianco Alois Lageder, Magre 2013 $ 40

	Description: brilliant straw yellow colour with a green tint. Very fine, fruity (apples, peaches), forward varietal aroma. Pronounced, elegant, grapey flavour, light to medium- bodied with a fresh mouth-watering finish.
	I04 Pinot Grigio Danzante, Venezie Italy 2013 $ 38

	The bouquet offers delicate floral notes followed by aromatic impressions that include tropical fruit, such as banana,
	pineapple and papaya. The palate is seductively crisp and well-balanced, while the finish, exhibiting a harmonious
	balance, offers a beautiful vein of slaty mineral.
	C01 Pinot Grigio La Fiera, Veneto 2014 $ 36

	The La Fiera Pinot Grigio has straw color with a fruity bouquet filled with apples and pears. The palate is dry, soft and well balanced with a lingering acidity.
	A17 Pinot Grigio Riff Delle Venezie 2013 $ 36

	Brilliant straw yellow color with a green tint. Fruity (apples, peaches), forward varietal aroma with elegant mineral notes. Quite pronounced, clean, grapey flavour. Dry, medium-bodied on the palate with a crisp and well balanced aftertaste and good length.
	B10 Pinot Grigio Santa Margarita Alto-Adige 2013 $ 72

	This dry white wine has a straw yellow color. Its clean, intense aroma and bone-dry taste (with an appealing flavor of Golden Delicious apples) make Santa Margherita's Pinot Grigio a wine of great personality and versatility.
	Excellent as an aperitif, and ideal with seafood, salads or pasta and rice dishes based on fish and shellfish. Also perfect with white meats, and grilled fish.
	F05 Soave Classico Inama Vin Soave, Veneto 2012 $ 36

	From lower yields and the best slopes in the region this wine is generous, revealing apricots, honey, flowers and almonds. Generous acidity and a rich texture enforce the elegant finish this wine has.
	E08 Orvieto Palazzone Terre Vineate, Umbria 2010 [W.A. 90] $ 36

	The color is a brilliant straw yellow. On the nose it is elegant and well defined with a hazelnut tone. On the palate it has a full-bodied, dry, and perfectly balanced finish between aromas and a slightly bitter note.
	A13 Mastro Greco Campania IGT, Italy 2012 $ 48

	Straw yellow in color with an intense bouquet of tropical fruit and white flowers. This Greco is fresh and fruity on the palate, with a lively acidity.
	C06 Moscato Zonin Primo Amore, Puglia IGT $ 38

	Straw-yellow in color with golden reflections and a delicate mousse. The bouquet is fruity and very inviting, with intense scents of peaches and exotic fruit. Fresh and pleasantly sweet with a taste that reveals its varietal characteristic.
	100% Vernaccia that is hand harvested, fermented in stainless steel and aged for 3 months in bottle, this Tuscan white offers bright floral, fruit, citrus and herb character with wonderful minerality and lush texture.
	H03 Vermentino Argiolas Costamolino, Sardinia 2013 $ 55 Lemon-green in color, delicate aromas of citrus and tree fruits complement undertones of tropical fruits and honey. On the palate, the wine shows a delightfully zesty acidity, which makes it both food-friendly and crowd-pleasing.

	E06 Vermentino Pala i Fiori, Sardinia 2012 $ 54 Straw-colored with greenish reflections. Persistent floral and herbaceous aromas with notes of thyme. Medium to full-bodied on the palate with good balance and a long, slightly briny finishnish makes it a perfect companion to any shellfish.
	Australian Whites
	J05 Mt. Jagged, Semillon Sauvignon Blanc 2010 $ 39

	A fragrant bouquet, with voluminous herb and cut grass aromas, the equally flavoursome palate moving into citrus, guava and apple territory.
	C05 St. Kilda, Chardonnay, South Eastern 2012 $ 38

	Light and tangy, with real definition to the apple, lime and mineral flavors, persisting nicely on the juicy finish.
	New Zealand Whites
	A12 Chardonnay [Unoaked], Villa Maria Private Bin Hawkes Bay 2013 [W.E. 89] $ 45

	In recent years, Villa's Chardonnays have dominated the New Zealand show circuit, but this is a reminder that the company can make some darn good Sauvignon at a darn good price. Tomato leaf and white grapefruit aromas and flavors are the order of the day, easing into a long, mouthwatering finish. Rock solid.
	A18 Sauvignon Blanc, Allan Scott, Marlborough 2013 $ 38

	The aromatics are capsicum, and tomato leaf, dried herb, and passion fruit. The palate is soft and fruity, but the powerful acidity tightens up the palate giving great length which dances along to a clean mouth watering finish.
	C03 Sauvignon Blanc, Faultline, Marlborough 2014 $ 38

	A bright crisp, easy drinking sauvignon blanc with aromas of gooseberry, citrus and melon. The palate is full of fabulous fruit salad flavors, lime and some slight kiwifruit notes. A beautifully balanced wine with well integrated acid and a lifted, lingering finish. A superb summer drop on its own or will match beautifully with chicken caesar salad, fresh fish or scallops.
	B06 Sauvignon Blanc, Peregrine, Central Ottaga 2013 $ 65

	A fresh and bright, finely laced wine with delicate lime and lemongrass flavours and a beautiful citrus minerality
	A08 Sauvignon Blanc, Whitehaven, Marlborough 2014 $ 58

	Light straw in color with a bright clarity. Displays lifted grapefruit and white currants, with hints of freshly crushed herbs, nettles and flint. The palate has freshness and clean fruit purity, with a finely balanced, refreshing acidity. It shows vibrant varietal aromas, making a powerful palate impression that is quintessential Marlborough.
	Other Eclectic Whites
	A15 Albarino, Columna, Rias Baixas Spain 2013 [S.T. 89] $ 39
	K09 Alvarinho, Conde Villar, Portugal 2011 $ 42

	Floral scents paired with pleasant and fresh fragrances of lemon and orange tree, finish with tropical aromas. Nice structure with a full body and soft feel, good finish.
	A04 Arindo Rueda Verdejo, Spain 2013 $ 36

	While a number of varieties call this stretch of the Duero River home, Verdejo is really Rueda’s calling card. Northwest of Madrid this region is made up of sandy gravel and lime rich alluvial soils. Verdejo takes well to these bearing lime and blossom on the nose and a chalky seashell mineral on its crisp, citric palate. Despite its jumpy acidity, this Verdejo’s full bodied structure and fleshy midpalate round it out nicely.
	This fragrant white shows distinctive notes of orange blossom, pear, rose hip and beeswax. It's dry, with a fresh, citrus zest finish. A nice aperitif.
	A05 Pinot Grigio, Graffigna Reserve, San Juan Argentina 2013 $ 38

	Color: light yellow with delicate greenish hues. Aroma: subtle oral aromas with notes of jasmine and hints of white fruits like peaches and apricot. Palate: fresh, young, with delicate, yet surprising fruit flavors and a refined finish.
	B12 Pinot Grigio, Santa Julia, Mendoza Argentina 2013 $ 36

	Aromas of pears, apple, melon and some tropical notes of pineapples and banana. Good balance, Nice acidity. Long and fresh finish.
	I06 Sauvignon Blanc, Mars and Venus, Spain 2012 $ 36

	This Sauvignon Blanc is characterized by its intense aromas of tropical and citrus fruit. As for bouquet, its good structure and balanced acidity make it ideal to accompany shellfish, fish with mild sauces and white meat.
	B05 Sauvignon Blanc, Root: 1, Chile 2013 $ 38

	Pale green edges with a bright citrus bouquet and juicy tropical aromas. Lime, grapefruit, pineapple and pear flavors are vibrant and fresh. Smooth mineral notes and a hint of herbs createscomplexity for this crisp and delightful wine, followed by an elegant finish.
	I03 Torrontes, Zuccardi Sorie A, Salta, Argentina 2013 $ 38

	Delicate and unique nose, full of white flowers such as roses and citrus blossom. Also notes of mature white fruits and citrus zest. The wine is well structured with a lively acidity but remains centered around the aromatic intensity and delicate finish.
	J06 Verdejo, Palos, Spain 2011 $ 39

	Pale yellow color, clean and bright. The nose is delicate with fragrant with aromas of fennel. The palate is rich yet fresh, with flavors of apple and citrus. The finish is long and delicious.
	
	American Sauvignon Blanc
	F01 Cade, Napa Valley 2013 $ 69

	A beautiful follow up to the 2012 vintage, our 2013 Sauvignon Blanc, Napa Valley has a nose that is filled with aromas of honeydew melon, white peaches, white flowers, grapefruit, lemon meringue, and green apple.
	E02 Davis Bynum, Virginia’s Block, Sonoma County 2012 $ 55

	This wine reflects a more elegant style with exceptional balance, similar to Davis’s wife Virginia, with hints of tropical fruit, melon and an underlying citrus note that finishes with a bright, crisp acidity. This wine pairs elegantly with shellfish, salmon or lighter style cheeses.
	A01 Ferrari Carano, Fumé Blanc, Sonoma County 2013 $ 42

	Ferrari-Carano's 2013 Fume Blanc has delicious aromas of white peach, orange blossom, pear, quince, Meyer lemon
	and mango complemented by peach, grapefruit, pear and lemon flavors. This wine has bright acidity and crisp freshness from the cool, stainless steel tank fermentation, while the subtle oak character from barrel aging adds, body, complexity and depth.
	B17 Galerie Sauvignon, Blanc Naissance, Napa Valley 2012 [W.E. 91] $ 60

	Blended from vineyards ranging from Pope Valley to St. Helena, the wine was aged in neutral oak. It shows classic varietal notes of citrus fruits, gooseberries and lemongrass, with riper suggestions of white peaches. Low alcohol and brisk acidity results in a clean, savory wine
	A11 Grgich Hills, Fumé Blanc Estate Grown, Napa 2011 [S.T. 89] $ 68

	100% Sauvignon Blanc.
	Pale yellow. Orange blossom, grapefruit pith, nettles, white pepper and a pungent whiff of herbs. Brisk, lemony and penetrating, but with a leesy hint and saline minerality giving surprising pliancy to the middle palate. Finishes quite dry, with firm citrus zest and mineral notes.
	A03 Honig Napa Valley 2013 $ 36

	100% Organic Grapes/Sustainably Farmed
	A crisp, fresh Sauvignon Blanc created in the classic Honig style. Peach, lemon grass, hints of jasmine and pea shoot are balanced by grapefruit and lime. Medium bodied, with a bright, lingering finish. Enjoyable with many foods including curries, roasted fish and a wide variety of cheeses. It is a perfect complement to relaxing on the porch with family and friends.
	B07 Mason, Napa Velley 2012 $ 45

	This wine has an elegant, floral, and fig-like nose with flavors of grapefruit, melon, quince, and hints of fresh cut grass.  A full, savory acidity finishes smooth and clean.   A wonderful wine for food pairing as it will compliment many different flavors. 100% Stainless, 100% Sauvignon Blanc.
	A02 Matanzas Creek, Sonoma County 2011 $ 61

	Translucent, pale straw color. An intensely perfumed fresh bouquet of lime, bright pink grapefruit and lemon thyme combined with notes of green melon, pear and papaya. Flavor: Emulating the nose, the palate of bright grapefruit and lime flavor carries a hint of lemon verbena, basil and white peach accompanied by a vibrant mouth feel resulting in a medium bodied, fresh food-friendly wine.
	Blend: 84% Sauvignon Blanc, 8% Sauvignon Musque, and 8% Semillon
	
	G07 Straightline Sauvignon Blanc, Santa Barbara County, 2011 $ 50

	A fragrant, floral and perfumed wine with lovely acidity that dances on the palate. Classic aromatics of Sauvignon Blanc – freshly cut straw, lemongrass, green and golden citrus – layer with aromas of apricots and other stone fruits. A persistent, clean finish brings out tangerine, fresh almond, and honeyed notes.
	Oregon and Washington Whites
	E05 Gothic Ophelia Chardonnay, Willamette Valley, Oregon 2012 $ 55

	Vibrant aromas of yellow apple, summer melon and jasmine are complimented by flavors of ginger blossom, confit lemon and starfruit. Judicious use of lees contact and neutral oak druning elevage helped the 2012 Ophelia develop a medium body and silky mouth-feel, followed by a crisp, lingering finish.
	B13 Hedges CMS, Columbia Valley, Washington 2012 $ 36

	Sauvignon Blanc, dominant, with small amounts of Chardonnay and Marsanne.
	A blended white wine with Sauvignon Blanc dominating over 75% of the wine, this was one of the original malic-acid friendly white wines released from Washington State. Rounding out the blend is a touch of chardonnay accompanied by just a pinch of Marsanne. Beautifully structured with wonderful Sauvignon Blanc fruit character, the mouth feel has a delicate balance of acid angularity and defined herbal sophistication.
	B16 King Estate, Signature Pinot Gris, Oregon 2013 [W.E. 91] $ 46

	There’s extra richness across the palate of perfectly ripened apple, pear and melon fruit. The weight of the wine in the mouth is substantial but maintains a sense of lightness and proportion, and the finish extends out gracefully as long as you can wait for that next sip.
	A06 Sokol Blosser Evolution no 9, Oregon NV [W.S. 87] $ 45

	Soft and aromatic, appealing for its pretty floral, spice and litchi overtones to the basic pear and apple character. Lap it up while it's fresh. Contains Pinot Gris, Müller-Thurgau, Riesling and several other grapes.                                      Match: Seafood, Spicy Cuisine
	G05 Willamette Valley Vineyards, Riesling, Willamette Valley Oregon 2010 [W.S. 89] $ 35

	Bright and lively, this is jazzy with pear, peach, citrus and floral flavors, sweet but balanced with bracing acidity.
	American Miscellaneous Whites
	G03 Albarino, Tangent, California 2012 [W.E. 90] $ 40

	Albariño is gaining popularity in America as a dry, tart white wine and Tangent is a large part of the trend. This is one of the best in California, dependably clean and vibrant in green apple, Meyer lemon and grapefruit flavors, with a hint of gooseberries.
	A07 Conundrum, California 2013 $ 69

	Aromas of tangerine, green apple and honeysuckle with exotic flavors of peach, apricot and tropical fruit. Wonderful as an aperitif, or pair it with an array of flavorful dishes such as fresh seafood, salads, spicy cuisine, fish tacos and burgers. Best served chilled with family and friends.
	D01 Ferrari-Carano Bella Luce, Sonoma 2011 $ 45

	This light yellow colored white wine opens with a mild wet stone and light peach bouquet. On the palate, this wine is medium bodied, balanced and slightly acidic. The flavor profile is a mild Anjou Pear with nicely integrated minerality and a dash of white pepper. There is also a touch peach. The finish is dry and refreshing.
	B11 Jaffurs "Thompson Vineyard", Santa Barbara County Grenache Blanc 2012 [S.T. 91] $ 67

	Bright straw. Reticent orchard and pit fruits on the nose, along with notes of ginger, chamomile, jasmine and sweet butter. Dry and tightly wound on the palate, but aeration brings up pear, melon and honey qualities and a hint of tarragon. Closes on a chewy note, with very good length and resonating florality
	B04 Pepi, Pinot Grigio, California 2013 $ 38

	Our Pinot Grigio offers fresh aromas of white flowers, pear drop and citrus. The palate is crisp, with a refreshing, clean finish. Enjoy this wine with a light seafood pasta.
	A09 Pine Ridge, Chenin Blanc Viognier, Napa 2013 $ 38

	Brilliant and refreshing, this bottling of our remarkable blend bursts with an array of delightful aromas, opening with fresh lemon, juicy honeydew melon, pomelo and sweet mango, complemented by soft orange blossom and carnation floral notes. The palate is crisp and mouth-watering, leading with luscious papaya, yellow pear and ruby grapefruit flavors that are balanced by hints of sweet tangerine and white tea. The juicy fruit flavors linger through the clean and lively finish.
	American Chardonnay
	H02 Bianchi, Santa Barbara County, 2012 $ 36

	There's a little oak on this Chard, but you can hardly detect it. The flavors are all about ripe pineapples, oranges, peaches and apricots, accented by crisp acidity. A fine example of coastal California Chardonnay, it will marry well with salmon.
	C05 Bogle, Clarksburg California 2013 $ 38

	Chardonnay grapes grown in Clarksburg are known for their characteristic apple and pear aromas and flavors. Bogle winemakers have captured these refreshing and ripe notes while allowing them to develop and intensify through stainless steel fermentation. Additional grapes are vinted using the techniques of barrel fermentation, sur-lies aging and partial malolactic fermentation, which creates an elegant counterpart to the fresh fruit with tones of spicy vanilla and nutmeg. The creamy mouthfeel adds just the final touch on the finish, reminiscent of an apple and pear galette.
	G02 Brewer Clifton Santa Rita Hills Chardonnay 2010 [S.T. 92] $ 60

	Light gold. Musky, spice-accented aromas of pear, melon and honeysuckle, with a strong note of toasty lees. Smoky and broad but vibrant, with impressive depth to its orchard and citrus fruit flavors. Spicy and precise on the impressively long finish, which strongly echoes the smoke and floral notes.
	B14 Bridlewood, Monterey County 2013 $ 38

	The Bridlewood Monterey County Chardonnay displays juicy tropical and floral notes mixed with hints of vanilla and spice. Flavors of mandarin orange, lime and pippin apple give way to clover honey and toasted sugar notes. With age, tropical caramel aromas will develop beautifully in this wine.
	B03 Chamisal Vineyards, Central Coast 2013 $ 50

	Unoaked Chardonnay.
	Tropical aromatics of juicy mandarin, ripe kiwi and mango are highlighted by hints of apple blossom, lemon drop and refreshing minerality. The palate echoes the nose, revealing the Stainless winemaking with its round, weighty mouthfeel. Crisp acidity and flavors of white peach, pineapple and key lime pie filling round out the clean, lingering finish.
	A16 Jackson Estate, Santa Maria Valley 2013 $ 40

	By Kendall Jackson. Rich and creamy golden mango, yellow peach and honeysuckle flower flavors, with oak barrel aging bringing notes of buttered biscuits and vanilla bean.
	H06 Pahlmeyer Jayson, North Coast 2012 $ 120

	Brilliant hues of golden straw accompany intense aromatics of honeysuckle, lily, vanilla and fresh melon in this luscious wine. A flush of roasted peaches, buttermilk ice cream and hint of sugared grapefruit are presented on a silky entry and smooth, well-mannered texture. Notes of rich toasted almonds and pecans linger throughout the wine's long finish.
	H08 Sea Smoke Streamside Chardonnay, Santa Rita Hills 2012 $ 146

	An elegant Chardonnay with aromas of lemon curd, white peach, cut stone and jasmine — complemented by a focused mid-palate and the refreshing cool climate acidity of our estate vineyard.
	A10 Sonoma Cutrer, Russian River Ranches, Sonoma 2013 $ 50

	Fruit aromas of Golden Delicious apple, Bosc pear and white peach are accented with toasted nuts, oak spice, a hint of vanilla and a touch of butter. This wine has the signature Sonoma-Cutrer balance between elegance and richness for a medium-bodied, mouth-filling wine. The creamy richness is balanced with a bright acidity and highlighted with flavors of apple, pear and lemon zest.
	H05 WindRacer, Anderson Valley 2011 [R.P. 90] $ 90

	Bright yellow-gold.  Pineapple, nectarine and orange zest on the nose, with notes of honey and sweet butter adding depth.  Fleshy, palate-coating tropical and pit fruit flavors are firmed by juicy acidity, with a smoky nuance emerging with aeration.  Shows a slightly hard edge on the finish, the orange and smoke notes repeating.
	Californian Cabernet and Blends Reserve
	888 Buccella, Napa Valley 2010 [W.A. 95] $ 295

	Even more impressive is the 2010 Cabernet Sauvignon, a richer, fuller wine with the same structural profile as the 2009, but with deeper, more concentrated black currant, licorice, incense and floral characteristics. Deep, pure, textured and multidimensional, this opaque purple-colored 2010 is sensational.
	115 Franciscan Stylus, Napa Valley 2005 $ 225

	86% Cabernet Sauvignon, 7% Petit Verdot, 5% Merlot, and 2% Malbec.
	Deep crimson hue. Reserved scents of dust, baker’s chocolate, black cherry and wintergreen. Big, refined tannins and ripe flavors of cassis and raspberry liqueur. Layers of mocha, sweet tobacco and menthol in the endless black cherry-driven close.
	888 Joseph Phelps Insignia, Napa Valley 2011 [S.T. 94] $ 350

	Good bright red-ruby. Blackberry, cassis, licorice, bitter chocolate and coffee on the nose, along with a whiff of eucalyptus. Nicely concentrated and fairly deep, with a medicinal cast to the black fruit and pepper flavors.
	888 Krupp Brothers M5, Napa Valley 2010 [W.A. 93] $ 330

	M5 is the name of the vineyard block from which all of the Cabernet Sauvignon in this wine is sourced. This wine speaks of the unique terroir of the Heart of Stagecoach Vineyard. Incredibly deep and dark in color with layered aromas of ripe blackberry, lilac, cedar and black pepper. Robust entry with flavors of briary fruits, chocolate and bing cherry. Beautiful phenolic structure with fine grained tannins that are long and lingering. Decanting recommended. Drink now through 2025.
	888 Lokoya Diamond Mountain, Napa 2003 [S.T. 93] $ 440

	Ruby-red. Superripe aromas of currant, blueberry, mocha, brown spices and violet. Lush, dense and sweet, with lovely floral lift to the flavors of dark raspberry, dark chocolate and mint. An edge of acidity and very fine tannins gives shape to the wine's sweetness.
	888 Merus Napa Valley, 2004 [W.S. 96] $ 402

	Rich and concentrated, with a generous mix of currant, blackberry, wild berry and mocha-laced oak. Intense, yet avoids being heavy, turning sleek and elegant. Deftly balanced and tightly focused, with a complex, lingering finish that ends with hints of herb and black olive.
	205 Opus One R. Mondavi/Rothschild, Napa 2006 [W.A.94] $ 420

	Not surprisingly, the 2006 is a bigger, more muscular, less charming effort displaying unbridled power, full-bodied richness, and notes of new saddle leather, black fruits, roasted herbs, and burning embers. Powerful and rich with sweet tannin, low acidity, and more structure and density than the 2005 as well as less nuance and complexity
	654 Opus One R. Mondavi/Rothschild, Napa 2009 [S.T. 93] $ 450

	Full medium ruby. Wild, flamboyantly expreddive aromas of black raspberry, crystallized blackberry, smoke, leather, licorice, bitter chocolate and cedar, lifted by violet and spices. Smooth, mouthfilling and decidely dry, with a lightly dusty character to its flavors of dark fruits, minerals and game. The broad, very long finish features building tannins. Quite different in style from the higher-pitched 2008, which was tighter and more floral at the same stage of its evolution.
	Californian Cabernet Sauvignon and Blends
	301 Alexander Valley Vineyards, Alexander Valley 2013 $ 45

	The 2013 Cabernet Sauvignon is a classic Alexander Valley wine with medium body, great fruit flavors and grippy tannins. Winemaker Kevin Hall added 7% Merlot for structure, a touch of Cabernet Franc for floral notes and Malbec and Petit Verdot for color.
	There are aromas of dark fruit, blackberry, cherry, cassis, plum, vanilla and a slight cocoa and chocolate note. In the glass there are rich flavors of cherry, cassis, blackberry, plum, spice, tobacco and chocolate. This is a plush wine with medium body, nice balance and a long finish.
	208 Anakota “Helena Montana Vineyard, Sonoma County 2009 [S.T. 93-95] $ 140 100% cabernet sauvignon; aged in French oak, 97% new; from whiter soil than the Helena Dakota): Deep ruby. Knockout nose combines dark berries, licorice and a powerful violet element. Then wonderfully suave and fine-grained, with great energy and lift to the middle palate. The strong floral quality carries straight through to the ripely tannic finish.
	310 Angeline by Martin Ray Cabernet Reserve, Sonoma County 2012 $ 36

	Angeline is made by Martin Ray Winery of Sonoma County, and the wines represent a great value. This Cabernet was sourced from North Coast, California vineyards, and is a blend of 88% Cabernet Sauvignon with 12% Petite Sirah--for a bit of a California-blend twist on the theme.
	552 Louis .M. Martini Cabernet Sauvignon, Sonoma 2012 [W.A. 88] $ 48

	One of those great values is the 2012 Cabernet Sauvignon Sonoma (87% Cabernet Sauvignon, 7% Petite Sirah and the rest Zinfandel, Merlot and Cabernet Franc that achieved 13.9% alcohol). The wine’s pH of 3.8 probably explains its silky texture. This dense wine exhibits lots of black currant and black cherry fruit intertwined with background earth and oak (it was aged in tanks with French and American staves). This medium to full-bodied Cabernet reveals excellent purity as well as lots of flavor intensity.
	460 Miner Cabernet Sauvignon, Oakville 2009 $ 178

	This quintessential Oakville Cabernet Sauvignon shows impressive depth and refinement with generous layers of black fruit flavors accented by hints of dried herbs, mocha and cedar against a backdrop of plush tannins.
	606 Ramey Cabernet Sauvignon, Napa 2012 [S.T. 93] $ 124

	Bright purple. Intense, smoke-accented aromas of cherry and blackcurrant, with Indian spice and floral notes adding complexity. Juicy and precise on the palate, offering energetic dark fruit flavors and a hint of chewing tobacco. Closes tangy and long, with slow-building tannins and very good focus.
	601 Ramey Claret Napa 2012 [W.A. 92] $ 88
	The 2012 Claret appears to be another outstanding example of value-priced Cabernet Sauvignon. A 6,000-case blend of 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 24% Merlot and the rest Malbec, Syrah, Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot, consumers will love this beauty because of its forward, classic Cabernet style.
	250 Ramsay Cabernet Sauvignon, Napa Valley 2013 $ 52

	Ramsay is Kent Rasmussen's side project. This unique red wine, which is made with fruit sourced from farmers throughout Napa Valley, shows notes of cassis, toasty vanilla, and hazelnuts.
	610 Rombauer Cabernet Sauvignon, Napa Valley 2012 $ 95

	The 2012 Rombauer Cabernet Sauvignon displays a bright crimson hue and enticing aromas of black currant, blueberry and cedar spice. The palate is rich and textured with flavors of sweet cassis, blackberry and black cherry carried by supple tannins through the long finish.
	711 Silver Palm Cabernet Sauvignon, North Coast 2012 $ 38

	The Silver Palm Cabernet Sauvignon is dark ruby in color, with aromas of Bing cherry and cassis. Flavors of menthol, spice and oak with round firm tannins lead to a soft, silky, lingering finish.
	Washington State Reds
	307 Cabernet Sauvignon, Bookwalter Foreshadow 2012 $ 110

	Dark deep purple/red color introduces this ripe dark flavored wine. The Cabernet and oak are well matched in the young muscular cabernet. Blended from several old blocks long managed by the Bookwalters, this wine shows the core strengths of Washington’s warm vintages, fruit fresh acidity and long lasting flavors.
	109 Hedges C.M.S. Columbia Valley2011 $ 38

	Dark, deep ruby color. Aromas of black cherry, blackberry , sweet plum fruit and sweet toasted oak with undertones of ripe melon, dried herbs and vanilla with hints of cocoa powder, tobacco and graham cracker. On the palate toasted oak and graham cracker with lively acidity, darker berry fruits, cocoa powder and sweetness, good body with well integrated tannins that linger on the long finish. A nicely balanced wine, with enough acid and tannin to make this a more serious, longer lived wine
	410 Merlot Blend, Hedges, Three Vineyards Red Mountain 2011 $ 68

	Deep purple color, yet not opaque. A sense of finesse in the color which suggests liveliness on the palate. The mouth feel is angular, with grace and precision. The 2011 vintage produced a savory character in the wines, like that of fennel, salt, tar and steel. Highly integrated tannins, dusty in a sense, alongside protective acidity guarding against premature oxidation.
	509 Saggi, Long Shadows Vintners Collection, Columbia Valley 2012 $ 113

	Small berries loaded with intense flavor matured beautifully, yielding generous flavors and ripe, balanced tannins in the finished wine. Aromas of red currants and ripe wild strawberries introduce a wine with bright and lively character.  Fresh red berry flavors, a delicate floral note and vibrant acidity add balance to the mid-palate, which echoes across a lengthy finish. 59% Sangiovese 33% Cabernet Sauvignon 8% Syrah
	American Red Varietals
	762 Alexander Valley Syrah, Alexander Valley California 2013 $ 45

	This lush wine has floral aromas of violets, dark fruits, dark chocolate and vanilla. There are rich flavors of blackberry jam, black cherry, and vanilla with silky tannins and a long structured finish.
	456 DuMol “Eddies Patch” Syrah, Russian River Valley California 2009 $ 105

	Saturated purple color; dense and concentrated ripe dark fruits – blackberry and cassis with menthol, dried
	herb, tapenade, mineral and iron tones. Maintains floral elegance and lifted aromatic character. Bright red
	fruit entry, lighter than the nose suggests, then dark fruit compote but not heavy or too forward, truffle notes,
	pepper, thyme and sage. Rich tannins round out the finish and aromatic graphite notes linger.
	360 DuMol, Syrah, Russian River Valley, California 2008 $ 172

	Clear bright garnet red; multi layered aromas of cranberry and dried flowers becoming red and clack cherry with a slight grassy black tea element. Crunchy red fruits dominate the palate entry with red apple skin notes that deepen to typical Green Valley raspberry and cola flavors. Youthful structure becomes suppler with aeration. Tea leaf and baking spice notes on the fresh savory finish.
	154 Syrah Radio-Coteau Timbervine, Sonoma 2004 [W.A. 90-92] $ 140
	752 Radio-Coteau, Timbervine, Syrah, Russian River Valley 2005 [W.A. 92-94] $ 130

	A blockbuster offering, the 2005 Syrah Timbervine exhibits meaty, gamy, tarry notes along with superb intensity, full body, and plenty of animal-like notes interwoven with blackberry, roasted meat, pepper, and dried herb-like characteristics.
	457 Spellbound Petite Sirah, Napa Valley 2012 $ 38

	Intensity of color, rich black and brambly fruits, vanilla bean and roasting coffee aromatics are complemented by remarkable approachability in our Spellbound Petite Sirah. The wine is crafted to unleash dark and luscious characteristics, while managing tannins to deliver an opulent and juicy Petite Sirah. This lush yet easy-drinking wine provides intense berry character, with superb texture you will find in none other than Spellbound Petite Sirah.
	715 T-Vine Frediani Vineyard,Syrah, Napa Valley 2003 $ 100

	T Vine’s 2003 Frediani Syrah comes in a regular ol’ 750ml bottle, however tasting the jammy, rich and vibrant summertime fruit we think that a jar might be a more appropriate vessel. With its hints of vanilla and cinnamon, it would not be out of place at your breakfast table. Pass the wheat toast!
	Oregon Reds
	116 Pinot Noir, A to Z, Newberg 2013 $ 48

	The 2013 A to Z Pinot Noir invites with vibrant aromas of juicy berries, cherries, lavender and violets, evolving to clove, game, smoke and cherry tobacco. A succulent, focused attack has flavors of blue and red fruits, flowers and earth, then deepens with hints of mocha, gingerbread, green tea and cacao. A very tannic structure is balanced by perfect acidity, giving shape and elegance to the concentration of lush fruit.
	168 Pinot Noir, Chehalem 3 Vineyards, Willamette Valley 2011 [W.S. 90] $ 85

	Fresh and vibrant, with a strong aroma of violet and other flowers... cherry and cocoa flavors, lingering against modest tannins.
	164 Pinot Noir, Domaine Serene Evenstad Reserve, Willamette Valley 2008 [W.S. 93] $ 142

	Sleek and tangy, tightly focusing its cherry, raspberry and mineral flavors on a taut frame. Finishes with intensity and a hint of black olive.
	607 Pinot Noir, Domaine Serene Evenstad Reserve, Willamette Valley 2011 [W.E. 91] $ 147

	Light and elegantly crafted, this iconic release is the textbook example of well-made cool-vintage Oregon Pinot Noir. It’s aromatic, floral and sillky. The tangy berry fruit is clean and ripe, though definitely on the lighter side. Pretty berry and cherry flavors are set against tart acids, with just a touch of milk chocolate from barrel aging.
	103 Pinot Noir, Domaine Serene Yamhill Cuvee, Willamette Valley 2009 [W.E. 91] $ 102

	Sometimes in a challenging vintage such as 2009, it is the least expensive, blended wines that benefit most, perhaps because grapes normally destined for the single-vineyard wines are redirected. Here, rich fruit flavors highlighted with streaks of caramel and toffee get things rolling quickly. Berries and cherries, firm acids, pretty s pice and a lingering butterscotch finish.
	414 Pinot Noir, Domaine Serene, Willamette Valley 2009 $ 95

	This wine has a complex and intriguing aroma profile, with notes of dark cherry, leather, earth and black licorice. The flavors carry through on a silky palate that is characterized by supple tannins, elegance and refinement.
	265 Pinot Noir, Lange Freedom Hill Vineyard 2009 $ 135

	This is a full-bodied expression of the grape with extraordinary depth. A distinct nose displays rich, brooding fruit—blackberry, blueberry, and candied dark cherry—as well as dusty earth, clean barrel spice, and a hint of anise. The round, velvety palate shows blackberry jam, dried blueberry, huckleberry-chocolate, tobacco leaf, and spice, all balanced by firm tannin structure and elegant acidity.
	608 Pinot Noir, Lemelson Vineyards Thea’s Selection 2012 [S.T. 90] $ 72

	Bright ruby-red. Black raspberry, cherry pit, peppery spices and licorice on the nose and palate. Silky, broad and open-knit, with hints of candied flowers and smoke emerging with aeration. Finishes supple and gently sweet, leaving notes of allspice and bitter cherry behind.
	157 Pinot Noir, Owen Roe Sharecropper’s, Willamette Valley 2012 $ 55

	Aromas of savory toast, nutmeg and mint lead to a surprising mouthful of zingy acidity with bright and juicy marionberry and Rainier cherry flavors. Underlying layers of vanilla and baking spices like cinnamon and black licorice are structurally enhanced with candied fruit and brown sugar nuances.
	352 Pinot Noir, Point North, Sean Minor, Willamette Valley 2012 $ 42

	Our Oregon Pinot Noir is medium-bodied with strawberry, cherry and raspberries aromas. It is well-structured and elegant, with lingering spicy/earthy notes and cherry flavors throughout the mid-palate.  The wine has a bright mouth feel integrated with soft round tannins for a lengthy finish.
	508 Pinot Noir, Ponzi, Willamette Valley 2012 $ 90

	The explosive nose lifts from the glass with inrtiguing aromas of sweet tobacco, cayenne and guajillo pepper, graphite and cedar, violets and fried rose petal. The palate is a continuation of the nose with Italian plum. Bakers chocolate, black pepper and a prominent spice component leading to fine-grain tannins and a long luxurious finish.
	152 Pinot Noir, Roads End, Carlton Cellars 2004 [W.S. 87] $ 114

	Smooth and round. An open-textured Pinot, with Santa Rosa plum and slightly minty flavors, finishing with fine tannins.
	Californian Pinot Noir
	250 Angeline by Martin Ray 2013 $ 42

	This Pinot Noir is a lively garnet color with aromas of intense fruit, luscious cherries and spice. Bright fruit flavors of fresh cranberry and maraschino cherries with lively acidity and orange zest rounded out by a sweet, toasty oak on the finish.
	204 Calera, Central Coast , California 2012 $ 54

	The bouquet of our 2012 Central Coast Pinot Noir is enticing; aromas of deep, dark berry spice and violets that hint at the depth of this delightful wine. Juicy black currant, plum and cherry cola flavors accent the round texture, gentle structure and soft oak undertones. This wine is extremely flavorful and a fantastic value.
	215 Dumol, Russian River Valley 2010 [S.T. 94] $ 191

	Saturated ruby. Deeply pitched aromas of cherry-cola, licorice and incense, with a spicy note adding vivacity. Broad and intensely flavored, offering palate-staining dark fruit flavors and an energizing lick of blood orange. Chewy and focused on the impressively long finish, which features dusty tannins and clinging dark berry character.
	218 Failla, Sonoma 2012 $ 80

	This blend of maturing Sonoma Coast grape sources has outgrown its “young-vines” tag while still offering the pleasures of freshness and drinkability. Vinified in the same manner as our vineyard designated Pinots, this vintage was aged in French oak, about 20% new. Warm tones of baking spice, wild sage, balsam and classic cherry coulis. Fine tannins and bright, juicy acidity give structure to the red berry palate.
	414 La Crema Arroyo Seco, Panorama Vineyard, Monterey 2012 [S.T. 90] $ 78

	This is a supple, elegant Pinot Noir with all the hallmarks of the Arroyo Seco appellation. The nose is rich with dark spice, earth notes, coffee bean and blackberry while the palate shows the minerality influence of the well drained soils and the intensity offered by tightly planted, small vines. Layers of dark plum, wet stones, cedar and cocoa linger through the velvety finish.
	150 Lucky Star, California 2013 $ 38

	Ripe red raspberry and cherry aromas carry through to the palate, balanced by a crisp yet silky finish. The wine pairs well with grilled chicken or pasta.
	354 Maggy Hawk Jolie, Anderson Valley 2010 $ 150

	Moderately light reddish purple color in the glass. Uplifting aromas of cherry, strawberry, spice and underbrush. Delicious and full in the mouth, with a good attack of dark cherry fruit accented with anise, dark chocolate and toasty oak. Impressive harmony and elegance with complimentary integration of oak. The finish is polished and pleasant.
	559 Mark West, Sonoma County 2012 $ 36

	Sourced primarily from California's coastal appellations, these vineyards provide grapes of intense fruit aromatics                            and flavors. After a gentle crushing, the grapes were fermented in small tanks with daily punch downs to extract                  color and flavors. Pressed lightly, the wine was then aged in French and Hungarian oak for approximaely eight                      months before bottling. Red and black cherry flaovrs abound with a note of spice from oak aging. Rich in texture                      with a lingering finish and versatile enough to complement just about any cuisine.
	Californian Pinot Noir
	505 Pahlmeyer Jayson Sonoma Coast 2011 [S.T. 92] $ 142

	Medium red. Reticent, musky nose opens to reveal perfumed notes of red berries, rose petal, spices and herbs. Supple and velvety on the palate, with lovely harmonious acidity framing the tangy, concentrated red fruit flavors. Offers a lovely combination of silkiness of texture and energy. Finishes long and lively, with suave tannins. Lovely pinot.
	213 Radio-Coteau, La Neblina, Sonoma 2007 [W.A 90] $ 120

	Deep red with a brilliant rim. Powerfully scented aromas of cherry, smoky minerals, flowers and Asian spices expand with air and pick up a note of white pepper. Palate-staining red berry and cherry flavors are impressively energetic, with tangy mineral and cinnamon qualities adding vivacity. Finishes very fresh, with excellent clarity and spicy persistence. More energetic and classically pinot than the 2006 version.
	167 Saintsbury Brown Ranch, Carneros 2007 $ 138

	Good dark red. Musky redcurrant, cherry, mocha and underbrush on the nose. Supple but juicy and vibrant, with a tangy quality to the flavors of cherry, chocolate and spicy oak. Offers a nice balance of restrained fruit and subtle soil tones. Finishes with an edge of youthful l acidity and good length. This was the best of the current set of pinots from this winery, as the others struck me as too low-toned, reduced or dry, or simply lacked fruit intensity.
	407 Saintsbury Carneros, Napa 2011 [S.T. 89] $ 74

	Bright, medium cherry-red. Pungent aromas of cherry, raspberry, spices, cola and orange zest, complicated by a smoky nuance. Bright, lively red fruit flavors are silky and easygoing. Very good palate presence and texture here, and more tangy and gripping on the finish than the 2010 model.
	888 Sea Smoke Ten, Santa Rita Hills, California 2010 [W.S. 91] $ 200

	A reined-in style, this captures the delicate mix of blueberry, wild berry, rose petal, subtle mineral and earth touches, supported by vibrant acidity and graceful tannins. Blueberry notes echo on the finish.
	411 Talley, Bishop’s Peak, San Luis Obispo County 2013 $ 53

	Brilliant garnet in color, the 2013 vintage of Bishop’s Peak Pinot Noir bursts with aromas of strawberry and raspberry complimented with subtle notes of earth and soil. This medium bodied wine has elegant flavors consistent with its aromas, soft tannins and refreshing acidity. Enjoy a glass with a wedge of Fontina cheese or garlic and herb roasted pork tenderloin.
	162 Wind Gap Gap Crown, California 2012 $ 121
	Dark and opaque, black fruit, dark spice and rich, ripe and robust Pinot flavors. Fresh flowers, tangerine peel, cardamom and Santa Rosa Plum give this fresh, lively Pinot Noir a lift, definition and vibrancy 80% Whole-Cluster, crushed by foot, natural fermentations, never racked, 18 months in all old multiple use French Oak barrels. Bottled without any clarification.
	Californian Zinfandel
	557 Edmeades Piffero Vineyard, Redwood Valley 2011 $ 65

	The 2011 Piffero Zinfandel greets you with aromas of ripe cherries, dried cherries, and cherry liquor that mingle with warm notes of cinnamon and spice. It has a round and lush texture suggestive of cherries dipped in chocolate, with a lively acidity that balances the ripe fruit characteristics. Flavors of toasted oak, vanilla, and café au lait linger on the finish.
	656 Four Vines Biker, Paso Robles 2011 $ 55

	Biker's legendary blackberry aromas mix with cherry, plums, menthol, white pepper and a touch of meaty black olives and oregano. A touch of cedar box from oak aging adds to the complexity. The Bad Boy of Zin delivers again with flavors of plums, cherries and boysenberries with a smoky char to balance the fruit. A sweet fruit entry digs deep on berry flavors and finishes smooth and bold with a long, long lingering finish. A massive and in-your-face Zin, taking no prisoners. Biker rocks!
	
	306 Hartford Old Vine, Russian River Valley 2011 [S.T. 90] $ 90

	Inky ruby. Bright cherry and black raspberry aromas are complemented by hints of dried rose, black tea and star anise. Lively cherry and dark berry flavors pick up spiciness with air, along with a touch of candied flowers. Shows good energy on the finish, which is firmed by youthful, fine-grained tannins. This rich but energetic zin will work well with strongly seasoned foods.
	609 Kuleto Estate, Napa 2009 $ 85

	This estate Zinfandel expresses the more feminine side of the variety, perhaps due to the gentleness of the growing season. The nose smells of candied violets and black cherries. he mouth is very pretty and surprisingly soft.
	661 Marietta Cellars Old Vine Red #60, Alexander Valley $ 38

	Marietta Cellars has been making this mulit-vintage, primarily Zinfandel-based red for over 30 years. Aromas of red fruit are supported by darker fruit on the palate with licorice, mineral, and spice. The terroir of the wine's Sonoma and Mendocino County origins lend themselves to an acidty that concisely drives the finish of this traditional field blend.
	560 Rancho Zabaco Sonoma Heritage Vines, Sonoma 2013 [W.A. 89] $ 40

	This is a beautiful Zinfandel and the good news is there are over 30,000 cases of it. Coming from three of Gallo’s top Zinfandel vineyards, Stephani, Frei Ranch and Chiotti, most of them in Dry Creek, this blend of 98% Zinfandel and 2% Petite Sirah tips the scales at a lofty 14.8% natural alcohol. The wine has a deep ruby color, and a seductive, peppery, meaty, Côte du Rhône-type nose revealing lavender and roasted herb characteristics. No hard edges are found in this medium to full-bodied, fleshy, nicely concentrated Zinfandel.
	108 Rombauer, Napa 2012 $ 72

	The 2012 Rombauer Cabernet Sauvignon displays a bright crimson hue and enticing aromas of black currant, blueberry and cedar spice. The palate is rich and textured with flavors of sweet cassis, blackberry and black cherry carried by supple tannins through the long finish.
	703 Seghesio, Sonoma County 2013 [W.S. 92] $ 59

	A lively, zesty red that offers bright cherry and tarragon aromas and sleekly layered flavors of briary raspberry, nutmeg and fresh- cracked black pepper.
	114 Storybook Mountain Vineyards 2008 $ 79

	The wild berry flavor tinges toward brighter fruit, layering vibrant strawberry, tart raspberry and cracked black pepper into a savory Napa Valley red. This wine is balanced, sophisticated and elegant, this gains with air and would be delicious with lamb.
	
	210 Wine Guerrilla Rebel Cru, Sonoma 2009 $ 38

	40% Zinfandel, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Syrah, 10% Petite Sirah).
	You wouldn’t expect a sissy blend from a revolutionary. Our new Cru gets big and bold with zinfandel, cabernet sauvignon, syrah and petite sirah. It’s like the Fab Four of wine—zin the “cute one,” cab the “clever one,” syrah the “quiet one” and petite sirah the “funny one.” Together, they make beautiful music.
	Californian Merlot
	107 Alexander Valley Vineyards, Alexander Valley 2011 $ 47

	This wine always impresses red wine lovers. There are aromas of cherry, dusty plum, cassis, cola, eucalyptus and cocoa powder in the glass. This is a fruit forward wine with nice balance and flavors of red cherry, cassis, blackberry, plum, dark fruits and dark chocolate. The finish is juicy and structured with a long finish.
	Blend: 98.8% Merlot, 0.7% Cabernet Sauvignon, 0.4% Cabernet Franc, 0.1 % Malbec
	350 DeLoach, Heritage Reserve, Napa 2012 $ 36

	On the palate, luscious flavors of blueberry and black plum mingle with notes of raspberry, dusty chocolate and leather. A well-structured wine with smooth tannins
	117 Duckhorn, Napa 2012 $ 120

	This Napa Valley Merlot is a complex blend of several individual vineyard lots, incorporating fruit from our Estate Vineyards and from top independent growers throughout the Napa Valley. The final wine is a rich and cohesive expression of the entire Napa Valley, reflecting the varied microclimates and soils of this unique appellation.
	418 Freemark Abbey, Napa 2012 [R.P. 92] $ 67

	A cross-Napa Valley blend, the 2012 Merlot is their largest cuvée (15,500 cases), and is composed of 85.2% Merlot blended with other Bordeaux varietals. Only 21% new oak is used, so the fruit component dominates. A dense plum/purple color is followed by notes of chocolate, berries, tobacco leaf, forest floor and mocha. This lush, fruit-driven, hedonistic, sensual Merlot can be drunk over the next 7-8 years."			
	
	753 Hall, Napa 2012 $ 65

	The 2012 Merlot is deep garnet in color , with aromatic notes of wet stone, sun-warmed raspberries, and a slightly cooling fresh fennel. The soft, supple tannins and medium body are distinctive and prized features of our Merlots. The finish offers notes of baking spices.
	Blend: 80% Merlot, 15% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Petit Verdot
	417 Keenan, Napa 2011 $ 92

	The 2011 Merlot reveals a wonderful smoky espresso-scented nose with a hint of black cherry liqueur. Medium-bodied and moderately colored, it is not terribly rich or profoundly deep, but it is lush, velvety and endearing. I suspect most wine consumers may prefer this Merlot to some of the more highly rated and concentrated vintages that require a few years of bottle age.
	212 Martin Ray, Napa 2012 $ 45

	This rather complex European-style bouquet showcases this Merlot’s aromas of ripened fig and subtly blackberry. Athough, most apparent are the fragrant floral overtones complemented by the cardamom spice, the palate softens into mellow undertones.
	159 Matanzas Creek, Sonoma 2012 $ 50

	Dried blueberries, dried cranberries, black plums and cassis notes. Bittersweet chocolate and cocoa powder comingling with hits of black cardamom. Salty black licorice, green peppercorns and roasted coffee beans. Black slate, graphite, vibrant acidity, seamless tannins and a long finish.
	356 Miner, Stagecoach Vineyard, Napa 2010 $ 96

	Challenged by the rocky, volcanic soils of this mountainous vineyard site, the vines at Stagecoach produce fruit of extraordinary quality and intensity. This meticulously-farmed property is handpicked according to the winemaker's specifications. Loaded with rich, ripe fruit and spice notes with touches of toasty oak, this Merlot has firm, yet fine tannins and a long finish.
	502 Ramspeck, Napa 2011 $ 50

	Floral aromas, violets and Tuscan leather notes. The flavor is that of sweet ripe cherries, coco, full bodied with a savory finish.
	156 Schug, Sonoma 2011 $ 70

	The Merlot grapes were grown on the Sangiacomo Vineyard in the Carneros district of southern Sonoma Valley. This cooler microclimate provides the longer growing season necessary for Merlot to ripen slowly and develop maximum flavor. Added complexity comes from a blending judicious amounts of Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc. It has a spicy bouquet, deep color and exhibits full-bodied flavors of cherry, blackberry and spice. Try it now with grilled fish, pasta, lamb and steaks.
	Australian/New Zealand Reds
	458 Pinot Noir Peregrine, Central Otago, New Zealand 2009 [W.A. 90] $ 79

	Medium red. Sappy raspberry aroma shows an almost candied quality, with flinty minerality introducing a more serious aspect. Suave and energetic in the mouth, with the candied red fruit flavors following through. Finishes smooth and persistent, with firm minerality giving the wine good spine.
	104 Pinot Noir Whitehaven, Marlborough, New Zealand 2007 $ 72

	The palate is precise and balanced, with fine tannin structure and a supple, velvety texture. Layers of flavor are revealed and linger on the long finish.
	350 Shiraz Nine Stones, Barossa Valley 2011 $ 38

	Dark berry color with purple hues. An intensely aromatic wine with a fragrance of blackberries, dark cherries and chocolate, with cedar and a hint of clove. Multi-layered very sweet fruit flavors with powerful yet supple tannins; excellent supple fleshy middle palate and a long satisfying finish.
	
	312 The Ball Buster Tait, Barossa Valley 2012 [S.T. 90] $ 50

	Brilliant ruby. Sexy red berry and lavender pastille aromas are complicated by vanilla and cola. Fleshy raspberry and boysenberry flavors show very good lift, building spiciness and suave florality. Gains sweetness and depth with air, finishing with sexy notes of floral pastilles and slow-building tannins. Quite elegant given its heft and depth. "
	South American Reds
	111 Cabernet Sauvignon and Carmenère, Almavivva Concha y Toro,
	Puente Alto, Chile 2004 [W.S. 90] $ 234

	Nice alluring aromas of cocoa powder, cedar and currant preserve. This is admirably ripe for the vintage. With well-structured plum sauce, graphite, loam and spice flavors moving through the fine-grained finish. Cabernet Sauvignon and Carmenère.
	158 Cabernet Sauvignon, Lapostolle Casa Grand Selection, Rapel Valley Chile 2012 $ 66 A savory red, showing white pepper and green herbal accents to the dense core of dark fruit flavors. Mocha and chocolate accents emerge on the fleshy finish.
	256 Malbec, Decero, Agrelo, Argentina 2011 [W.S. 90] $ 34

	This dark version offers pure black plum, dark cherry, spice and licorice notes on a full yet fresh frame, with a mineral element marking the savory finish.
	416 Malbec, Diseno Old Vine, Mendoza Argentina 2012 $ 35

	Diseno is the quintessential Malbec from Mendoza. This unique, old vine style delivers complex aromas of sweet, ripe blackberries, violets, and red cherries with notes of toasty vanilla oak for balance. Subtle tannins reminiscent of dark chocolate complete the finish. Pair with cheeses, seafood, spicy red sauces, or beef.
	155 Malbec, Gascon Reserva, Mendoza Argentina 2012 $ 52

	A classic expression of the grape, our Don Miguel Gascón Malbec opens with intense aromas of blackberry, plum and a hint of mocha. On the palate, dark fruit flavors are finely intertwined with notes of spice, licorice and chocolate for a magnificent full-bodied Malbec. Round tannins and a plush mouthfeel lead the way to a long, velvety finish.
	550 Malbec, Gouguenheim, Mendoza, Argentina 2013 $ 36

	Dark red color with violet hints. Rich and strong aromas, including scents of ripe fruits, plums, black cherry, black currant, chocolates and violets. Well balanced acidity and a long finish. Good structure with soft tannins.
	353 Malbec, La Posta Pizzella Family Vineyard, Mendoza Argentina 2012 [S.T. 90] $ 50

	Dark berries, bitter chocolate and licorice on the rather oaky nose. Then dense and silky on the palate, with a restrained sweetness to the flavors of candied blackberry and violet. More tightly wound and saline than the Paulucci, finishing with lovely energy, building tannins and sneaky length.
	166 Malbec, Luca, Mendoza, Argentina 2012 *[W.S. 93] $ 72

	#19 Wine Spectator top 100 wines of 2014
	Very suave and polished, with ripe, pure flavors of balckberry, hoisin sauce and black pepper. Finely textured, this is packed with tar and roasted plum notes, showind plenty of licorice snap and dark chocolate accents on the powerful finish.
	257 Malbec, Padrillos, Argentina 2013 $ 45

	Ripe, concentrated dark fruit aromas with hints of chocolate, black cherry and red currant fruit flavors with notes of sweet spices, soft, supple tannins and balanced bright acidity.
	106 Malbec, Siesta, Ernesto Catena Selection, Mendoza, Argentina 2011 $ 63

	Malbec fruit for this powerful, robust wine is sourced from several prime vineyards (high altitude vineyards at 40 yrs of age). Maturation 100% French Oak (25% new) to add a savoury dimension. Exceptional. “A pure expression of malbec, without any interference from oak or excessive extraction, this saturates every corner of the palate with ripe fruit. Ready to pour with lamb chops.
	718 Malbec, Tomero, Mendoza, Argentina 2012 $ 36 Intense violet red color. Aromas of fresh plums, dry figs, vanilla. On the palate, it has a dry entrance with good structure and long finish.

	South American Reds
	655 Malbec/Cabernet Blend, Vistalba Corte B, Argentina 2010 $ 64

	Dark ruby red color with a black core. Dark red fruit aromas with hints of tobacco, chocolate, vanilla, cassis and clove. The mouth-feel is smooth, fruity and has a very good acidity. The long finish is balanced with sweet tannins.
	Dark red fruit aromas with hints of tobacco,
	888 Pinot Noir, Cono Sur Reserva Especial, Casablanca Valley, Chile 2013 $ 45

	This is a very expressive, friendly and voluptuous Pinot Noir from Casablanca Valley, which has beed distinguished for its outstanding aromatic qualities. Crisp, distinct notes fo plum, morello cherry and raspberry combine harmonically with subtler flora. This wine is ideal with cheeses, Carpaccio and pastas.
	
	408 Viñedos Orgánicos Emiliana Coyam, Colchagua Valley, Chile 2005 [W.S. 90] $ 58

	Concentrated, with a layer of creamy toast leading the way for blackberry and boysenberry fruit, dark cocoa, graphite and sweet tobacco. Has a lot of fruit in reserve, but also shows a nice note of terroir on the finish. Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon, Carmenère, Merlot and Petit Verdot.
	WS90
	South African Reds
	311 Graham Beck The Game Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon, Robertson 2012 $ 35

	Deep ruby red in color with blackberry fruit, hints of dried herbs and cigar box notes on the nose. The palate is full bodied with juicy mulberry and cherry flavors, tobacco spice and cedar wood. Excellent with any cut of red meat, traditional roast beef, osso bucco and hearty risottos.
	209 Southern Right Pinotage, Walker Bay 2012 $ 59

	Southern Right is re-defining Pinotage with this intense classically styled, clay-grown wine, packed with complex berry fruit, beautiful tannins and subtle wood spice.  Full ripeness and the longer hang-time afforded by cooler sites, combined with the complex, more classic fruit aromas and structure resulting from clay-rich soil, make this wine a highly individual expression of South Africa’s unique grape variety.
	216 The Chocolate Block, Franschhoek 2012 $ 90

	This vintage shows massive oral perfume with underlying redcurrant, cedar, black pepper, coriander spice and hints of Turkish Delight. The macerated red fruit carries through onto a palate layered with marzipan, minerals and a superb velvety structure. Textured, composed and seamless in style.
	The 2012 Chocolate Block is a blend of Syrah (70%); Cabernet Sauvignon (13%); Grenache Noir (10%); Cinsault (6%) and Viognier (1%).
	Red Burgundy
	566 Chassagne-Montrachet Premier Cru Morgeot 2009 $ 98
	401 Domaine du Chateau de Puligny-Montrachet, Nuits-St Georges, $ 168 Clos des Grandes Vignes, 1er Cru, Ch. de Puligny - 2008

	Only the old vines have been kept back for this bottling of Nuits-St Georges Clos des Grandes Vignes, with 50% whole bunch fermentation giving the wine a dark, brooding character and a powerful, richly fruited finish.
	207 Domaine Roblet Monnot Bourgogne 'Vieilles Vignes' Pinot Noir 2010 $ 93

	A serious red from old vines grown bio-dynamically in the Cote d’Or appellation of Volnay.
	710 Volnay Domaine du Comte Armand 2005 [W.A 89-91] $ 120

	Tart cherry and subtle florals in the nose lead to a bright, faintly tart red cherry palate with hints of vanilla and bitter chocolate. There is an abundance of fine tannin and impressive if presently somewhat austere length.
	Red Bordeaux
	305 Chateau Aney Haut-Medoc 2011 $ 60

	This is classic left-bank Bordeaux that shows off what Cabernet Sauvignon is supposed to drink like. This has two other French hallmarks: earthiness and structure. Like most Bordeaux there is also loads of concentrated fruit, but it’s the earthiness that makes the wine intriguing. It’s a blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot.
	413 Chateau Cap L’Ousteau Haut-Medoc Grande Reserve 2011 $ 50

	The color is intense, brilliant ruby hue with violet highlignts. The nose is a fine, complex and persistent nose with sromas of fruyit jams. The palate is full, balanced and long with cherry jam and liquorice notes.
	705 Chateau Chauvin Grand Cru Classe, Saint Emilion 2005 [W.A. 90] $ 144

	Full ruby. Blueberry and minerals on the nose. Sweet and rich, with slightly inky black fruit flavors and drying tannins suggesting rather energetic extraction. But, like so many 2005s from St. Emilion, this shows more depth of flavor than recent vintages, and good inner-palate energy.
	888 Chateau Lafite Rothschild Pauillac, 2003 [W.A.100] $ 1200

	Subtle, complex aromas of berries, licorice and currants. Full-bodied, with well-integrated tannins and a long finish. Very well-integrated wine. Lovely stuff. Wonderful length and finesse.
	
	359 Chateau Laplagnotte-Bellevue, Saint Emilion Grand Cru 2012 $ 55

	For starters, rich red fruit and woodland scents soar from the glass. Happily, these delectable aromas well back up again in the mouth from a dense core of ripe fruits that come elegantly wrapped in finely crafted tannins. Furthermore, cassis, dark chocolate, and subtle spice tones from a 15-month hiatus in mostly new Sequin-Moreau barrels make this young wine simply hard to resist.
	658 Chateau Lynch-Bages Echo, Pauillac 2011 [W.S. 90] $ 132

	Features an iron spine that keeps the plum sauce, blackberry and currant fruit in check, with flickers of tobacco and charcoal on the finish.
	706 Chateau Lyonnat Lussac Saint Emilion 2010 $ 59

	This is a full-bodied St Emilion with fairly generous plum and cherry flavours and rounded firm tannins. The mid palate is rich and plummy with a fair amount of intensity and moderate length.
	763 Chateau Saint Andre Montagne Saint Emilion 2011 $ 58
	206 Chateau Vignot Saint Emilion Grand Cru 2006 $ 89

	Saturated ruby. Aromas of blackberry, cassis, licorice, graphite, bitter chocolate and smoky oak. Juicy, minerally and firmly built, with lively acids leavening its sweetness. But this has excellent flavor intensity, and the dusty tannins avoid dryness.
	717 Reserve de la Comtesse, Pauillac 2004 [W.A. 88-90] $ 120

	A blend of 58% Cabernet Sauvignon, 36% Merlot, and 6% Cabernet Franc. Good bright ruby-red. Pungent herbs, licorice, graphite and minerals on the nose. Then supple, rich and generous, without losing its Pauillac reserve. Juicy acids extend the fruit. Finishes with rather suave tannins that build with aeration.
	507 Saint Emilion Chateau Simard 2004 $ 75

	Brilliant ruby color with some brick notes. The nose has hints of berries, violets and earth. In the mouth, flavors of cassis, black cherry and plum expand within a good, round structure; medium length and plenty of aging potential. This wine can is best when enjoyed with red meats.
	Regional French Reds
	
	757 Mas Belles Eaux Les Coteaux, Languedoc 2008 [W.S. 91] $ 48

	Peat, blond taobacco, rosemary, kirsch, plum paste and black respberry preserves on the nose. A comparable complexity on a firm but juicy palate suffused with a mixture of salt, iodine, crushed stone, cherry pit, rosemary oil, and smoky black tea, all reflecting the sort of diversity and pronounced mineral nature of flavors from Caux soils.
	Rhone Reds
	316 Chateau De Montfaucon Vin De Mr Le Baron 2009 [W.A. 91] $ 117
	A field blend of 15 different grape varieties, all harvested at the same time and co-fermented (unusual by any standard) is the 2009 Vin de Mr. Baron. Deep ruby/purple, with notes of flowers, cranberry, boysenberry, black currant, red currant, licorice and some earth and spice, the wine is medium-bodied, classy and refined for what is basically a Cotes du Rhone.
	504 Châteauneuf Du Pape E. Guigal 2007 [W.A. 93] $ 97

	One of the finest Chateauneufs made by Guigal, the 2007 Chateauneuf du Pape is a blend of 85% Grenache and the rest Syrah and Mourvedre. Full-bodied with lots of kirsch, blackberry, raspberry, camphor and licorice, this is a classic example of both Chateauneuf du Pape and Provencal viticulture. It is aged in both tank and foudre for 3-4 years prior to being released.
	503 Châteauneuf Du Pape Telegramme 2011 [S.T. 91] $ 105

	Vivid ruby. Fresh red berries and garrigue on the fragrant, high-pitched nose. Juicy and precise, offering gently sweet raspberry and cherry flavors and slow-mounting spiciness. Finishes soft and supple, with no obvious tannins and good cling.
	355 Côtes Du Rhône E. Guigal 2010 [W.S. 89] $ 42

	Offers a roasted feel, with dark bramble, plum and tobacco notes accented by hints of pastis and apple wood, leading to a ganache- and charcoal-infused finish. Distinctive in feel, revealing a prominent yet integrated woodsy element.
	313 Domaine Combier Crozes-Hermitage 2005 [W.S. 90] $ 117

	Bright red berry/raspberry-scented fruit with plenty of crushed black pepper notes. Medium- Body with bright acidity. Good versatile, everyday Crozes.
	203 Perrin & fils Vacqueyras 2011 $ 78

	75% Grenache, 25% Syrah. Intense, rich, sweet dark fruit but with a light spice overlay that reduces the sweetness nicely. Savory, dark and brooding. Firm but rounded tannins.
	Spanish Reds
	454 Black Slate Porrera Vi de la Vila Priorat 2011 [W.A. 91] $ 45

	In spite of the fact that the 2011 Black Slate is produced from 60% Grenache (60-year-old vines) and 40% Carignan (80-year-old vines) aged 12 months in tank, foudre and used barrels, it tastes like a sexy, open-knit, lush, silky Pomerol. Loads of black currant and black cherry fruit, licorice, spice box and Christmas fruitcake emerge from this beautifully rich wine. Medium to full-bodied, heady and succulent.
	753 Bodegas Vizcarra Torralvo Rivera del Duero, Spain 2010 [S.T. 93] $ 165

	100% Tempranillo.
	Opaque ruby. Flamoyantly perfumed aromas of candied dark berries, incense and lavender, with hints of woodsmoke and Indian spices emerging with air. Smoky, with a hint of dusty tannins.
	357 Borsao Tres Picos Garnacha 2011 [S.T. 91] $ 48

	International Wine CellarInky purple. Ripe black raspberry and cherry liqueur scents are brightened by zesty pepper and allspice nuances. Plush and sweet, with powerful cherry and red berry compote flavors given lift by juicy acidity. Gains flesh and depth on the impressively long, spicy finish, which is given shape by fine-grained tannins.
	888 El Nido Monastrell/Cabernet Sauvignon 2008 $ 270

	This joint venture involving the Gil family (owners of Bodegas Juan Gil), U.S. Importers Jorge Ordoñez and Dan Phillips, and Australian winemaker Chris Ringland exploded onto the scene with a couple of superconcentrated, liqueur-like, international-style wines from the 2002 harvest—both blends of Monastrell and Cabernet Sauvignon. These are wines that showcase the potential of the Jumilla region. The bottling labeled El Nido is the top selection from the estate.
	602 Emina Atio Ribera Del Duero 2005 $ 117

	Deep cherry colour with purple glints, clean and bright. On the nose it is very complex. Excellent harmony in its aromas: ripe fruit; some hints of milky aromas; toasts, coffee, vanilla, leather and cocoa aromas. On the palate, powerful, extraordinary backbone and elegant. Sweet polished tannins perfectly balanced with the spicy and fruity flavours. Smooth and lingering finish.
	
	105 Enate Syrah-Shriaz 2007 $ 111

	Dark cherry in color, this wine displays aromas of red fruits and blue flowers on a vanilla background, with a meaty palate and velvety tannins.
	452 Enate Varietales Dos Mil Cuatro 2004 $ 132

	Merlot, Tempranillo, Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah. Very expressive nose with red fruit notes (blackberry, redcurrants and spicy and balsamic bouquet (paprika, oregano). Full bodied with rich and soft tannins and a full toasty aftertaste.
	350 Flaco Tempranillo 2013 $ 39

	Fresh red berry and spicecake aromas are complemented by deeper hints of cola and licorice. Silky and focused, showing good lift and cut to its tangy raspberry and bitter cherry flavors. A floral quality emerges with air and carries through a gently tannic, tightly focused finish. Excellent bang for the buck here.
	252 Gotes del Priorat 2009 $ 99

	This new wine produced by Portal del Priorat is a pleasure of a wine. It has a nice, powerful and voluminious attack with a good presence of fruit, slightly licoriced, along with notes of chocolate and balsamic touched. It has a creamy and velvety mid palate and a good acidity. Its tannins are lightly present. Its very good finish leaves fruity and mineral aromas. A new way to explore tha Priorat, enjoying and sharing a good time.
	Spanish Reds
	651 Mars and Venus, Cabernet Sauvignon, Central Valley, Spain 2014 $ 31

	This is a fresh, palate-friendly wine with notable tannins (read: pucker-power), boasting colors of garnet and scents of ripe cherry. This is a full-bodied Cab offering flavors of cherry, chewy blackberry, hints of vanilla and consistent oak. Easy pairing for red meats off the grill or mixed with a hearty tomato sauce.
	409 Ramon Bilbao Gran Reserva Rioja, Haro, Spain 2005 [W.S. 92] $ 75

	This sleek red features cherry, tobacco and cedar flavors, with notes of spice and vanilla, backed by well-integrated tannins that support the polished texture. A fine example of the traditional style.
	A wine with a mainly "Mediterranean" profile, but with "Atlantic" hints which endow it with a unique, complex character.
	The 2010 Bodegas Muga Reserva displays shades of dark, yet bright ruby color with the purplish and glints as the eye moves towards the rim of the glass. On the nose, the wine exudes aromas of clearly-defined, very dominant red and black fruit. The most outstanding aspect of this vintage is the initial attack: juicy, meaty, dominant, mineral, structured elegant with light tannic appendices.
	Blend: 70% Tempranillo, 20% Garnacha, 7% Mazuelo and 3% Graciano.
	
	202 Val De Los Frailes Prestigo, 2004 $ 54

	Visually this wine is dense, clean and bright with ruby-red color. On the nose you will find medium aromatic intensity with a perfect fusion of aromas of black fruit and minerals with very complex wood tones recalling new cedar wood, a wide range of spices like pepper, toasted and smoked tones and hints of dried fruits. On the mouth it is rich in tannins, with a broad, complex retronasal phase featuring aromas of vanilla, toast and dried fruits recalling pine nuts.
	751 Zerran Montsant 2011 [S.T. 90] $ 45

	This lively red shows bright red fruit, spice and vanilla flavors in a supple texture, with tender tannins and fresh acidity. Not muscular, but expressive. Garnacha, Mazeulo and Syrah.
	657 Barbera D’Alba, Vietti Tre Vigne 2013 $ 58

	Ruby purple color with ripe red cherry aromas and vanilla. With hints of violets the Barbera d’Alba Tre Vigne is slightly rounder in structure than the Barbera d’Asti. On the palate it shows bright acidity, soft tannins with good integration of oak, good complexity and a lingering cherry finish.
	465 Dolcetto d’Alba, G.D. Vajra 2010 [W.A. 89] $ 60

	The Vajra Dolcetto d’Alba is everything Dolcetto should be; fresh, varietally correct and clean. Here all of those qualities are given an extra measure of elegance and sheer class. Fresh mint, blueberries and licorice linger on the subtle finish.
	Other Italian Reds
	161 Amarone Della Valpolicella San Giuseppe Classico 2008 $ 140

	Amarone is considered one of the most important and prestigious red wines of Northern Italy. The art of first drying the grapes in a process known as appassimento, combined with careful bottling under the watchful eye of San Giuseppe Estate winemakers, makes Amarone Classico della Valpolicella a wine of extraordinary class and structure. This dry, full-bodied red pairs well with game, grilled and braised meats and bold cheeses.
	201 Amarone Della Valpolicella Sant’Angelus 2009 $ 75

	Dried plum and cherry fruit with notes of exotic spices, tobacco, coco and some of that clay like minerality from this area that kind of reminds me of playdough. A nice entry level Amarone with notes of dried meats, dried black fruits and a nicely balanced finish.
	314 Nero D’Avola Lamuri 2011 $ 58

	The 2011 Lamuri Nero d'Avola begins with intense ruby-red color in the glass, Lamuri offers lush aromas of black cherry, black fruits,vanilla, tobacco, and wild herbs. On the palate, velvety tannins and refreshing acidity make for an elegant, expressive, crowd-pleasing wine.
	412 Pala Cannonau i Fiori 2012 $ 60

	Intense ruby-red color with subtle spice and mature red fruit aromas. Medium-bodied with good structure and a lingering fnish. Serve with both white and red meats, spicy foods and favorful cheeses.
	358 Ripassa Zenato Valpolicella Superiore 2010 $ 90

	Deep ruby-red in color, this wine shows intense aromas of blackberries and black currents underscored by aromas of spice pepper, and a hunt of leather. On the palate, it is smooth and viscous with well-balanced acidity and alcohol.
	165 Tenuta Polvaro Nero Blend, Rosso I.G.T. Veneto 2010 $ 51

	41% Cabernet Sauvignon, 38% Merlot, 13% Syrah, 8% Refosco
	Four outstanding grape variteies provide the framework for this singularly distinctive red blend. Cabernet Saugignon, Merlot, Syrah, and Regosco are combined to create aromas of spicy plum, black cherry, and blackberry while yielding a smooth, plush texture. It is fresh on the palate with vibrant acidity and a full-bodied structure.
	Super Tuscan Reds
	259 Avignonesi Desiderio Merlot 2008 [W.S. 91] $ 128

	Saturated ruby. Very dark aromas of black fruits, violet, licorice and cocoa, plus a sexy note of smoky oak. Large- scaled, thick and sweet, but with harmonious acids providing great lift and a sense of freshness to its black fruit and floral flavors. Finishes with mouthcoating tannins and palate-staining black fruits. A great wine that manages to maintain impressive verve."
	113 Summus Castello Banfi 2006 $ 157

	Intense and deep ruby red color. On the nose, fruity notes of cherry and ripe plum blend with balsamic hints and more complex notes of tobacco and coffee. On the palate it is complex and persistent, with a very long and pleasant finish. A wine of great structure, defined by its sweet tannins and great potential.
	214 Tenuta di Arceno Arcanum 2007 $ 189

	On the nose this wine shows black plum, blackberry and cassis notes, with integrated toast, clove, potpourri and cola. The fruit flavors come through on the palate, carrying forward the spice and rustic aromas. It shows wonderful ripe black cherry, raspberry and violet notes, along with spicy yet floral notes of lavender, anise and dark chocolate.
	Tuscany Reds
	The 2007 Valadorna has a beautiful espresso note and cherry cola nose, accented by tobacco leaf, rose petal and mocha. Asian spices and black tea flavors combine upon a driven core of minerality and freshness.
	211 Bolgheri Rosso Montepergoli Enrico Santini 2001 [W.A. 93] $ 142

	The 2001 Bolgheri Rosso Montepergoli is one of the best wines of the entire appellation. very deep and brilliant in color, its amply-spiced nose and powerfully expansive aromas of smoky crème de cassis and plums is followed by rich, layered flavors of perfectly ripe berry fruit, tar, river gravel, and cedar, and is lush, dense, and very long.
	253 Brunello di Montalcino, Castello Banfi 2004 [W.S. 93] $ 171

	Very deep color with garnet hints. Complex and sweet on the nose with delicate notes of jam, well integrated with plum and ripened cherry, as well as more spicy and typical notes of liquorice, tobacco and leather. Powerful structure, characterized by soft and sweet tannins; very persistent and long aging potential.
	760 Brunello di Montalcino, Casanova di Neri Tenuta Nuova 2007 [W.A. 95] $ 202

	This is not the perfect 100-point 2006, but damn close. Loads of black cherries and spices on the nose. Full-bodied, with a beautiful core of fruit. Long and gorgeous finish. This is so long and beautiful to taste. Lasts for minutes.
	258 Brunello Di Montalcino Le Macioche 2006 $ 141

	Intriguing both for the eyes, bright ruby, and the nose, soaked in liquer cherries, coconut, coffee, mint and fern. The tannins are mighty and arrogant, but brighten with rays of licorice and again this ripe red pulp comes and goes, until it runs into an earthy memory.
	112 Brunello Di Montalcino San Giuseppe 2004 $ 133

	100% Brunello grapes grown in the D.O.C. region around the village of Montalcino. This is a classic example of what a real Brunello is, big, rich, soft, complex and a testament to the height that Sangiovese grape can reach. Blindfolded you would guess Bordeaux.
	255 Chianti Classico Isole e Olena 2012 $ 52

	Rich and explosive in the glass, the 2012 Chianti Classico is a beauty. Dark red stone fruits flesh out in a round, sensual wine built on pure texture. This fleshy, supple Chianti Classico offers tons of near and medium-term appeal. All the elements are in the right place.
	617 Greppicaia Bolgheri Superiore 2005 [W.S 93] $ 140

	Dark ruby in color, with beautiful aromas of currant, mint and crushed berries. Complex and subtle. Full-bodied, with ultrapolished tannins and gorgeous fruit. This goes on and on. Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc.
	816 Muscat Museum Antique Tawny,Yalumba, Australia NV 375ml [W.A. 96] $ 36

	The non-vintage Museum Reserve Muscat is exotic, full-bodied, rich, and sweet. It spent 7 years in wood, and was bottled from a solera system. This amber-hued, rich, unctuously-textured effort boasts luscious aromas and flavors of marmalade, figs, chocolate, melted caramel, toffee, and prunes. Once again, Australia proves this country is hard to beat when it comes to their fortified after-dinner wines.
	555 Royal Tokaji 5 Puttonyos, Hungary 2006 500ml [W.S. 94] $ 95

	The '06 Royal Tokaji Tokay Aszu 5 Puttonyos is superclean and defined, delivering beeswax, apricot, clementine                           and saline mineral notes that converge on the racy finish
	555 Santa Julia Late Harvest Torrontes, Mendoza, Argentina 2013 500ml $ 30

	Yellow color of medium intensity. Intense aromas of over-matured fruits, honey and dried fruits like pears, apricots and peaches, orange skin and roses. Sweet, unctuous in the mouth, silky, with balanced acidity. Complex and long finish.
	555 Sauternes, Chateau Lamothe-Guignard, France, 2003 375ml [W.S 92] $ 50

	Intense aromas of dried lemons, honey and apricots follow through to a full-bodied, dense palate of very sweet fruit that shows masses of dried fruit character. Lasts a very long time on the palate. Even better than from barrel. Yummy.
	555 Sauternes, Chateau De Myrat, France, 2007 [W.S 96] $ 53

	Showing intense aromas of dried apricot, with toffee notes and an almost smoky character. Full-bodied and very sweet, with a full-blown dried fruit and raisin flavor. Long and superbly rich.
	


